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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report summarizes the literature review and gap analysis for the railway technology
research topics identified, prioritized, and recommended by the Project Steering Committee and
the Canadian Railway Research & Advisory Board (RRAB). These topics included the following
areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wayside inspection systems and machine vision/Automated inspection
Rail performance and integrity
Air brake Systems performance and integrity/Distributed power
Subgrade Soil/Permafrost Performance and Integrity
Seasonal freeze heave/Thaw softening
Permanent permafrost thawing
Wheel performance and integrity
Tie plate icing
Switch performance

This literature review and gap analysis were done to determine the gaps between the desired
state and the current state of the technologies as related to extreme cold climate conditions. The
main goal of this study was prioritizing the immediate research areas, providing guidance to
conduct testing, evaluating track infrastructure components, rolling stock components, and
wayside inspection procedures, and innovating technologies in a revenue service environment
with Canadian Class I railways. In addition, this work can help Transport Canada (TC) prioritize
the research services and facilities respond to the key challenges identified by this study.
The cold winters associated with Canadian climate bring unique challenges to maintaining
the Canadian railway system. These unique challenges can range from the reduced performance
of typical components such as air brake systems, lubricants, or switches to unique problems,
such as frost heave and tie plate icing, not experienced in warmer climates. Multiple gaps have
been identified for each topic, and since each topic has its unique challenges, areas that are
discussed in the report, a few major research opportunities have been identified.
First, innovations in inspection technologies have revolutionized track and vehicle
inspections over the past decade in North American railroads. These technologies shifted railroad
inspections from a reliance on manual visual inspections to the inclusion of automated inspection
technologies and have resulted in a significant reduction in inspection time and a significant
increase in improvements in safety and reliability. Continued improvements in inspection
capabilities along with advanced data analysis techniques such as machine learning (ML) and
artificial intelligence (AI) indicate a data-driven future for the railroad industry. These new
inspection technologies present multiple opportunities for the increasing improvement of
inspection efficiency and reliability and even the identification of issues that have rarely been
documented in the past. Wayside detector systems and rail flaw detection technologies are
examples of continually evolving inspection technologies that still require research, especially
those regarding cold weather issues. Other research areas such as frost heave and tie plate icing
may have opportunities to use track-based inspection technologies to identify problem areas in a
manner that was unavailable in the past.
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Second, continual improvements in component performance and integrity are anticipated to
improve railroad safety, efficiency, and reliability, but these products require testing in a relevant
cold weather environment to determine their effectiveness. Multiple topics have identified the
need for the testing of products/components including high strength rail, gage face lubricants, air
brake end hose gaskets, soil and permafrost stabilization, tie plate icing, switch heaters, and
switches with improved performance in the presence of snow and ice.
Third, when compared to warmer climates, cold weather environments often reduce the
performance and integrity of railroad track and railway car components. This presents an issue,
especially for railway cars, because these cars travel across the entire North American railroad
network. Due to the variety of territory covered, it is difficult to specify components that are
specifically designed to withstand cold weather environments. An example of this issue is the
mitigation of temperature-dependent leakage at interfaces between air brake components.
Fourth, some cold weather issues require a more fundamental understanding of how an issue
develops and affects railroad performance, as well as how common that issue is in Canadian
railways. This understanding is crucial before 1) inspection strategies can be developed or 2) the
economy of mitigation strategies can be determined. Examples of topics that need more
understanding include frost heave, permafrost thawing, tie plate icing, and switch issues.
Lastly, climate change may require different maintenance practices for different regions due
to the severity of cold weather issues. While the mean temperature is rising, possibly creating a
northward shift in most issues and an increase in permafrost thawing issues, the rise in extreme
hot and cold weather events makes it crucial to understand component performance in short, very
cold weather events. Examples of components susceptible to these issues include automated
inspection technologies, rails, air brakes, wheels, and switch performance.
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INTRODUCTION
Transport Canada’s (TC) Innovation Centre (IC) has awarded Transportation Technology
Center, Inc. (TTCI), a wholly owned subsidiary of the Association of American Railroads
(AAR), a program used to conduct testing and evaluation of track infrastructure materials, rolling
stock components, wayside inspection systems as well as procedures and innovative technologies
in a revenue service environment with Canadian Class I Railways. The goal of this research is to
address planned and unforeseen issues related to continental climate and extreme winter weather
operations in the Canadian railway environment. Working in conjunction with the Project
Steering Committee (comprised of program officers from TC’s IC, Rail Safety experts, and
personnel from the railroad industry) and in consultation with stakeholders and technical experts
from the Railway Research Advisory Board (RRAB), several research topics have been
identified. This report summarizes the initial literature review and gap analysis of multiple
railway technologies as they relate to extreme cold climate operations.
1.1

Background

The North American (NA) freight railroads operate the most efficient, cost-effective network in
the world. This network has also remained a critical component of the NA transportation system
and economy for more than 150 years. The NA railroad network boasts nearly 289,682
kilometres (180,000 miles) of track that is owned, operated, and maintained independently by
private railroads (Class I, regional, and shortlines). Figure 1 shows the freight railroad network
system in North America. The industry currently has over 1.6 million freight cars and 26,000
locomotives in service which deliver 1.47 billion tonnes of freight annually [1]. These freight
railroads operate in a variety of climatic conditions ranging from the dry, bitter cold of the Arctic
to the steamy heat of the tropics.

Figure 1. Freight railroads network in North America [2]
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The operational characteristics of Canadian railways vary widely based on geography, from
permafrost in the north to four distinct seasons further south. Across the geography in which
Canadian railways operate, the temperature can climb up to 35 degrees Celsius (95 degrees
Fahrenheit) in the summer and descend to -60 degrees Celsius (-76 degrees Fahrenheit) during
winter with snow, ice, and high winds. Canadian railways face unique challenges due to extreme
winter weather conditions that can increase safety risks and component failure as well as reduce
capacity and result in shipping delays, both of which can negatively impact customers, reduce
the profitability of Canadian railways, and negatively affect the movement of goods. In 2014, TC
conducted a project with the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) to identify the key
challenges for winter rail operability in Canada to uncover research and development
opportunities that could result in improved safety, efficiency, and environmental sustainability of
rail operations in Canada [3]. This study consisted of a literature review, interviews with key
railway personnel, and site visits to several train yards. Several issues, including frozen switches,
broken rails, wheel shelling, air brake performance, and the performance and reliability of
distributed power, were identified as key challenges to the railway in Canada. These issues are
challenges to efficient and safe winter railway operations from the operator’s mechanical and
engineering departments, respectively. Although efforts to address a number of these challenges
have been progressed through collaborative research with Canada’s two centers of railway
research (Canadian Railway Research Laboratory and NRC), research needs still exist.
This work summarizes the literature review and gap analysis for the railway technology
research topics identified, prioritized, and recommended by the Project Steering Committee in
consultation with stakeholders and technical experts through the RRAB. The review and gap
analysis were done primarily to determine the gaps between the desired state and the current
state of the technologies as related to the extreme cold climate conditions. The main goals of this
study were to prioritize the immediate research areas specifically for cold weather environments
and provide guidance to the testing and evaluation of track infrastructure materials, rolling stock
components, wayside inspection, procedures, and innovative technologies in a revenue service
environment using Canadian Class I railways. This work arrangement would also help TC
determine the research services and facilities needed to respond to the key challenges identified
in this work.
1.2

General North American Freight Research

Freight research over the past decades has been performed by multiple institutions in NA and
across the world. The purpose of this section is to provide a high-level overview of the various
railroad research institutions and the type of research performed, with specific emphasis on
North American and cold weather environments. This should not be viewed as a comprehensive
list but as a list of institutions that are relevant and have contributed to the topics included in the
literature review and gap analysis.
TTCI / AAR Research: TTCI is a railroad research institution that, as a subsidiary of the
AAR, performs research for the AAR and all the Class I railroads in NA. TTCI research includes
problem diagnosis, product testing/design, maintenance, inspection methods, life predictions, and
2

maintenance planning. TTCI conducts in-track testing both in various revenue service locations
and at the Facility for Accelerated Service Testing (FAST), currently located in the United States
Department of Transportation (USDOT), Federal Railroad Administration (FRA)-owned test
facility near Pueblo, Colorado, USA.

Figure 2. AAR SRI program revenue service test locations in North American Railroads [4]
Table 1. FAST and revenue service test site comparisons [4]
Car weights
Annual Tonnage

Curves
Train Speed
Track Structure

Site

FAST
≈90% 143 tonnes
≈10% 130 tonnes
118–145
MGTonnes

Western
≈80% 130 tonnes
≈20% 120 tonnes
109–127
MGTonnes

Eastern
≈60% 130 tonnes
≈40% 120 tonnes
36–45 MGTonnes

5 and 6 degrees
64 kmph
Concrete ties

1 and 2 degrees
64–80 kmph
Concrete ties with
elastic fasteners

9 and 11 degrees
40–56 kmph
Hardwood ties
with elastic
fasteners or cut
spikes

Midwestern plains

Eastern
mountainous

Wood ties with
mix of fasteners
EPC ties with mix
of fasteners
Semi-arid western
plains

Northern
≈60% 130 tonnes
≈40% 120 tonnes
≈100MGTonnes
Site 1
≈36 MGTonnes
Site 2
Up to 5 degrees
48–64 kmph
Concrete ties with
elastic fasteners

Varied Canadian
terrain. More than
200 days/year
below freezing

Figure 2 shows the AAR/TTCI revenue service test locations for the Class I North American
Railroads where numerous railroad track component tests are ongoing. Similarly, Table 1 shows
FAST and revenue service test site comparisons. After successful FAST testing, a product or
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process is moved to revenue service testing as part of the TTCI research and testing process.
These tests do not have to be put into consolidated locations, but instead, these tests are placed
into the environmental conditions that best evaluate the product or process. The overall technical
direction for these tests is based on input received from the AAR Research Committee and the
Revenue Service Technical Advisory Panel (RSTAP) that includes members from all host
railroads and the FRA.
Historically, the majority of TTCI research was conducted in the warmer climates in the
United States (U.S.). To diversify climate locations, a Northern revenue service site was
established several years ago for testing track components in extreme cold weather conditions
along with milder temperatures in summer as shown in Figure 2. This testing site is owned and
operated by Canadian National (CN) Railway and is located on two separate sections of heavy
haul territory in eastern Manitoba and northern Ontario.
Volpe National Transportation System Center (VNTSC): VNTSC or simply Volpe is a
federally owned research institution located in Cambridge, Massachusetts and performs research
for the FRA. Volpe research consists largely of numerical modelling with more emphasis on
passenger rail research.
North American universities: Multiple universities in North America perform railroad-related
research with a wide range of funding sources, including AAR, government (U.S. and Canada),
railroad, and vendors. Their research ranges from fundamental root-cause analyses, fundamental
research on potential inspection techniques, laboratory, and revenue service testing, to Big Data
analysis.
A few universities have focused on cold-weather research, mainly the substructure. The
University of Alberta has collaborated with Queen’s University, CN, Canadian Pacific Railway
(CP), TC, and Canada Geological Survey for Geohazard research with the Railway Ground
Hazard Research Program (RGHRP). This research has contributed to the industry with regard to
ground hazards that include frost heave, thaw softening, and permafrost. Michigan Technological
University emphasized permafrost research in the past.
National Research Council (NRC) of Canada: The NRC is a Canadian federal research and
development organization that researches a wide range of scientific and engineering fields,
including railroads. The NRC’s Rail Vehicle and Track Optimization program focuses on a wide
range of topics including vehicles and track infrastructure testing, numerical modelling, and
revenue service testing in Canada.
Luleå Railway Research Center (JVTC): The JVTC is a Swedish research center that
collaborates with the Luleå University of Technology to focus on a wide range of research topics
with a particular focus on cold weather research. JVTC performs testing on a wider range of
platforms, including testbed railways, laboratory testing, and revenue service testing. JVTC is
one of three member universities of the Nordic Heavy Haul (NHH) railway. NHH aims to
promote the development and exchange of knowledge, expertise, and experience in the area of
4

heavy haul rail transport. Research and development are conducted in conjunction with member
companies, universities, and various railway engineering research organizations.
Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH) Railway Group: The KTH Royal Institute of
Technology is another Swedish research center that focuses on wide range of research in railrelated topics with particular focus on cold weather climate. It currently consists of ten research
groups, each of them representing one or more disciplines that together, in principle, cover all
competencies in the railway area. Throughout the years, KTH Railway Group has improved
railway systems and carried out high-impact concept studies. All projects aim to increase the
efficiency of railway transport and the competitiveness of the railway industry compared to other
means of transport.
Class I Railway (CN/CP) Testing: Both CN and CP have performed internal research on cold
weather topics. There has been a large emphasis on air brakes.
1.3

Nordic Countries Cold-Weather Perspective

The goal of this section is to provide an overview of the cold-weather perspective for Nordic
railroads. Nordic countries have a larger electrical and passenger fleet, so there is a higher
emphasis on those topics compared to the large diesel freight fleet common in North America.
However, the issues Nordic countries face have many similarities to the North America issues,
and electrical and passenger vehicles do exist in North America, so the Nordic perspective is still
highly relevant to the literature review. This section should not be viewed as comprehensive but
as an emphasis of topics that are relevant but different from the North American research
presented in Section 2.0.
An extreme cold weather climate can be the root cause of service disruptions for railways
operating in those environments because malfunctions or failures of the rolling stock and
infrastructure components can cause a slowdown of the train movements and be associated with
prolonged delays or even shutdowns of the tracks. Some of the existing cold-weather related
issues in both rolling stock and infrastructure systems specific to Nordic railroads are listed in
the Table 2.
The type of winter conditions can also have a large influence on the amount of disruption to
railway operations. Therefore, predicting the probable consequences of different weather
conditions and indicating thresholds for each weather phenomenon can provide valuable
information for railroads. This information would allow railroads to make better decisions in
case of harsh winters, as well as for improvement to establish a more reliable and resilient
transport system.
Table 3 shows the critical winter phenomenon-related thresholds, and their expected impacts
and consequences on railway operations [5].
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Table 2. Extreme Cold-weather-related rolling stock and infrastructure systems issues to Nordic
railroads [6]

Rolling Stock

Infrastructure

Winter Equipment

Couplers
Underframe
Sliding doors
Broken windows
Traction motors
Electrical connectors
Detached ice blocks off the trains
Rail breaks
Rail welding
Snow clearing of switches
Switch and crossing heating systems
Performance of switches and crossings
Lack of proper snow clearing equipment
Low performance of existing snow-clearing equipment
Improper logistics of snow-clearing equipment

Table 3. Critical winter phenomena-related thresholds and their expected impacts and
consequences on Nordic countries railway operations [5]
Snowfall (SF)
Threshold

Impacts

Consequences

SF ≥ 1 cm/ 24 hr.

Snowfall of 1-2 cm is less harmful
for rail traffic

If it is together with low temperatures
and strong winds, it may impact rail
transportation

SF ≥ 10 cm/ 24 hr.

Reduced friction and slipperiness,
rail switches may get stuck

Delays and cancellations in rail traffic
are probable

SF ≥ 20 cm/ 24 hr.

Accumulated snowbanks.
Poor visibility.

Plenty of delays and cancellations of
trains might occur

Wind gusts (WG)
Threshold

Impacts

Consequences

WG ≥ 17 m/s

Trees can fall over the
railway and electricity lines

Local problems in rail traffic

WG ≥ 25 m/s

Plenty of fallen trees.
widespread damage. Reduced
visibility due to the blowing
snow

Electricity cuts, delays and
cancellations in rail traffic

WG ≥ 32 m/s

Huge amount of fallen trees,
wide and long-lasting power
failures. Damage to traffic
control devices and structures,
Reduced visibility

Delay and cancellation in rail
traffic, Some railway lines
might be closed for several
days due to power failures
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Low Temperature (T)
Threshold

Impacts

T ≤ 0°C

Ice formation commences, form of
precipitation can be rain, sleet,
snowfall, freezing drizzle

T ≤ -7°C

Rail points may get stuck by drifting
snow

Consequences
The occurrence of freezing drizzle might
be hazardous.
Low temperature combined with
precipitation and wind can have a
disruptive effect on traffic
Delays and cancellations in rail traffic
are probable

T ≤ -20°C

Freezing devices and fuel,
Dangerous wind chill conditions
occur when moderate winds prevail

Delays and cancellation, Limitation for
personnel working outdoors, fuel
problems

Blizzard
Threshold
SF ≥ 10 cm/ 24 hr.
WG ≥ 17 m/s
T ≤ 0°C

Impacts

Consequences

Fallen trees, snowbanks, slippery
surfaces, poor visibility, rail points
may get stuck.

Delays, and cancellations in all
transportation modes might happen

Adverse operational conditions relating to extreme cold climates can increase the risk of
mechanical failures in rolling stock. Serious damage to trains can stop the track movement, and
smaller problems will require time to be fixed, putting the vehicles out of service, and causing a
lack of rolling stock to serve the network. Some of the predominant extreme cold climate factors
affecting the performance of equipment include:
•

•

•
•
•
•

Snow clouds and drifting snow: These can cause a large amount of snow to adhere/stick to
the outside of the railcar. Ice and snow accumulation on trucks and underframes is a
common problem and can have a negative impact on railway operations [7]. When the
amount of snow exceeds 3 cm (1.18 inch) limit and the ambient temperature is below 4ºC,
snow packing can occur [8].
A large amount of snow: This can hamper the design movements of the springs, suspension
systems, dampers, and tilt mechanisms, resulting in component damage. Additionally,
weight gain due to ice and snow accumulation, in addition to making movement difficult,
will also disrupt the vehicle’s running dynamics and may force the trains to slow down.
Also, access to parts that require maintenance can cause problems, making the maintenance
process longer.
Snow packed in brake systems: This can lead to longer braking distance, calling for a lower
operational speed.
Large amounts of snow or ice: These may fall from the undercarriage and cause ballast
pickup or hit switches or road crossings and cause infrastructure damage.
Higher friction coefficient between rail and wheel: In the case of poor lubrication effects
in the winter, this can also result in increased wear and a higher risk of defects in wheels
and rails [9-13].
Formation of ice plugs in the pneumatic system: In this case, in addition to slipperiness and
less adhesion between the wheel/rail interface, the formation of ice plugs in the pneumatic
7

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

system may block the flow of air through the air pipes and hoses, resulting in pressure loss,
and thereby reducing the braking force and efforts [8].
A thin layer of water, ice or snow: This can form on the brake disk surfaces and reduce the
braking performance on trains equipped with disk brakes as well [8].
Snow covering of lights and windows: Some of the problems that usually occur on the car
body in winter are that snow covers the lights and the front windows, reducing the driver’s
field of vision on the road as well as the visibility of other trains and cars. These problems
can lead to accidents and consequent disruptions.
Frost and ice buildup: This can cause problems for doors, including jamming doors. Trains
equipped with folding steps can also face the problem of stuck steps. Stuck or
malfunctioning doors and steps can interfere with the loading and unloading process and
increase downtime and station dwell time [8].
Getting hit by ballast: Following the falling ice and snow bulks from the trains, getting hit
by ballast might cause axle cracks.
Increased track stiffness: In winter, increased track stiffness can cause higher wheel/rail
forces that consequently result in damage to bearings and axle failures.
Exposure to cold and impacts: The coupler is also exposed to external phenomena such as
cold and impacts, making it more susceptible to damage during winter conditions. The train
formation process may take longer in winter. In the winter of 2009/2010, Norges Statsbaner
(NSB) encountered docking problems due to hardened lubrication and the need to defrost
before connecting the unit [6, 8, 14].
General winter conditions: These can threaten locomotives in many ways: Snow can block
the air intake and cause the engine to overheat. Insufficient protection and sealing can cause
snow to reach critical components and damage moving parts, or it can cause short circuits,
electric shocks, and electrical failures. Moreover, due to the amount of ice and snow that
trains bring into the workshops, the humidity inside the buildings can be relatively high.
Therefore, when a train leaves the workshop, the moisture inside the motors and other
electrical equipment is subject to condense in the cold weather. Furthermore, as antifreeze
chemicals cannot be used in locomotives, motors with water cooling systems might freeze
when parked in low ambient temperatures if not protected with locomotive Auxiliary
Power Units (APU) [8].
Collision with animals (moose, reindeer) in rural regions: This is a frequent problem during
the winter. Crashing with large animals can damage the train body and couplers, and dead
bodies can go under the train and cause serious damage or even derailment.
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EXTREME COLD CLIMATE RAILWAY TECHNOLOGIES
The first step involved in this research was the identification of the research topics for railway
technologies for the extreme cold climate conditions. Next, the research topics identified were
prioritized based on the Project Steering Committee’s inputs and recommendations as well as
consult with stakeholders and technical experts through the RRAB. Table 4 lists the results
summary of the research topics prioritization exercise that was conducted during the RRAB June
2021 meeting.
Table 4. Extreme Cold Climate Railway Technologies Research Topics Prioritization
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Research Topic Areas
Machine Vision and Automated Inspection
Rail Performance and Integrity
Air Brake Systems Performance and Integrity/Distributed Power
Subgrade Soil/Permafrost Performance and Integrity
Wheel Performance and Integrity
Equipment Performance
Tie Plate Icing
Switch Performance

32
27
10
8
8
4
2
2

Not Cold Weather Related
Cyber-Physical Security
Fuel Efficiency Baselining
Equipment Drag and Fuel
TOTAL

4
2
0
100

Prioritization %

The following subsections provide detailed literature reviews for the research topics
identified above. Research topics not related to the cold weather conditions were not included in
this survey and gap analysis.
2.1

Automated Wayside Inspection Systems

This literature review provides a comprehensive overview of automated wayside
inspection/detection technologies that are currently implemented in the North American freight
railroad network. The goal of this review and gap analysis was to provide a baseline current state
and existing gap of these technologies in the North American freight railroad network and
address specific gap issues as they relate to extreme cold climate conditions.
North American freight railroads operate in various environments. The individual railroads,
and thousands of suppliers that provide equipment and services, operate both independently and
interdependently [15]. They compete but must also function as a cohesive network to assure the
efficiency of the system as a whole. Each railroad owns its track and many of its locomotives and
railcars, but all rolling stock must be able to operate throughout the network in what is referred to
as interchange service. The sharing of railcars creates a logistical challenge for maintaining and
servicing the cars. To meet the interchange standards of the AAR and the stringent safety
regulations of the FRA and TC, railcars are inspected regularly, typically each time they join a
train and at prescribed points along the way. When problems are found, repairs can be performed
by the local shop and charged back to the car’s owner(s). Advanced wayside and non-destructive
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evaluation (NDE) technologies and wayside inspection systems already play a crucial role in
maintaining this fleet and monitoring the vehicle health. The same technologies and systems can
also detect poorly performing cars and components that are out of their specification limits. The
concept of “stress state” as shown in Figure 3 addresses the additional need for wayside
detections that will allow the industry to properly manage the “bad actor” cars as increases in
carload increase the potential for track or system failure [16].

Figure 3. The stress state concept for the train forces and track strength

Figure 4 shows the schematic of the train inspection management (TIM) system for the North
American freight railroads. Some of these wayside technologies are fully matured while others
are progressing rapidly, and still others will require future developments.

Figure 4. Train Inspection Management (TIM) for North American railroads

These wayside inspection systems help empower North American railroads and their
employees to make better decisions, giving them an inside view of the rail network’s
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infrastructure, well beyond what can be seen by the human eye. North American railroads have
implemented numerous wayside detector systems in their network. These detectors are typically
installed in a strategic location to capture most of the traffic. Figure 5 shows the coverage map
for some of the TIM systems for North American railroads. Using a combination of smart
sensors, advanced analytics software, and industry-wide data sharing, railroads today monitor the
health of freight cars and equipment in real time. The number and type of wayside detectors has
steadily grown in North America as new technologies come online. Also, several machine vision
systems and automated inspection portals are also gaining popularity in the North American
railroad industry.

Figure 5. TIM system coverage for North American Railroads [17]

According to FRA safety data, U.S. railroads had their lowest mainline train accident rate on
record in 2017—down 32 percent over the past decade as shown in Figure 6. This significant
achievement is attributed to the railroad industry’s strong safety culture, the implementation of
advanced health monitoring, and detection technologies, and is visible in everything from
training to operational protocols. In this time, the Class I freight railroads have realized the
following safety benefits [2]:
•

The number of high-impact wheels (wheels generating impacts greater than 623 kilonewton
(kN) (140,000 pounds) have been reduced by approximately 70 percent since 2004.

•

More than 50,000 severe bearing defects have been identified by ABD and removed from
service since 2007.

•

Approximately 5,000 freight cars were flagged by TPD and repaired.

•

More than 20,000 freight cars were identified by THD and repaired.

•

Rates of accidents caused by roller bearing failures have been reduced by 81 percent.
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•

Rates of accidents caused by truck hunting (lateral car instability) have been reduced by 78
percent.

Figure 6. Impact of implementing wayside inspection systems on safety and derailments [17]

Some of the TIM systems that are currently implemented by the North American railroads
are now briefly described in the following subsections. A recently published FRA report also
discusses an implementation guide for some of these TIM systems [18].
Wheel Impact Load Detector (WILD)
Wheel Impact Load Detector (WILD) systems have proven their usefulness and are one of the
most common wayside detectors. These detectors are installed on a tangent railroad track as
shown in Figure 7. This type of system is designed to identify the wheels with tread defects such
as tread buildup, wheel flats, “out of roundˮ, and shells for removal [19]. The most common
WILD technology utilizes a series of strain gages installed onto the web of the rail in order to
measure the vertical load forces of passing wheels [20, 21]. The strain gages are grouped in cribs
between the ties. A crib is the section of track between adjacent crossties. Each instrumented crib
is optimized to measure vertical load. Crib placements are strategically chosen to maximize the
portion of the wheel circumference measured over several rotations. The WILD systems in the
North American railroads must be calibrated per AAR MSRP S-6101 to reliably measure peak
impact and provide a printable record of such measurements [22]. The results obtained from
these detectors are used to effect wheel removals for the purpose of reducing infrastructure
damage and other losses [23]. Currently, 90 kips is the performance limit [24]. Vehicle owners
are advised of wheels that are both approaching and exceeding this limit, and agreements
regarding how to attend to out-of-limit wheels and what rates to charge are in place between the
vehicle owners and the railroads. Removing the high-impact wheels reduces the stress state on
the railroad and extends the component life [25]. There are over 180 WILD systems installed in
North America and the occurrence of high-impact wheels has decreased dramatically since
October 2004.
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Figure 7. A typical WILD system installed in a tangent track

A recent finding of the study conducted by AAR/TTCI researchers on the WILD empty
alerting for four-axle cars concluded that [26]:
•

The vast majority of WILD peak force readings of 80 kips or greater occur on loaded
equipment.

•

Nearly 8 percent of cars that pass a WILD system do so only empty within a six-month
period.

•

Ninety percent of wheels that produce a WILD peak force of 75 kips on empty four-axle
equipment produce at least 80 kips of peak force when the car is loaded. Ninety percent of
wheels that produce a WILD peak force of 85 kips on empty four-axle equipment produce
at least 90 kips of peak force when the car is loaded within 30 days of the empty pass.

•

A similar study of the intermodal equipment with varying load conditions and wheel sizes
is in progress.

Also, there are industry-wide initiatives ongoing for the calibration and validation of
alternative WILD systems that are based on accelerometers and fiber optic technologies [27].
The following gaps were identified for the existing WILD systems based on the literature review:
•

Most WILD alerts occur with the car in the loaded condition; however, some cars rarely
cross a WILD system in a loaded condition. It will be an added benefit to also properly
identify cars in unloaded conditions [26].

•

WILD systems are not by design meant to find broken wheels. Many broken wheels (74
percent) fail (break) in-service absent of high impacts (< 80 kips) as measured by WILD
[28].

•

Substructure rigidness during extreme cold winter conditions may cause higher kip
readings. This seasonality issues regarding WILD are still a highly debatable subject in the
industry.
Truck Performance Detector (TPD)

The TPD was developed primarily to monitor train dynamic performance on curved tracks [29,
30]. One type of TPD uses instrumented cribs, much like a typical WILD detector. These TPD
systems evaluate the suspension characteristics of trucks by measuring the lateral and vertical
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forces as well as the axle angle of attack (AOA). Unlike WILD detectors, TPDs are installed in
curves, typically reverse curves or “S” curve segments, where train curving dynamics are active
as shown in Figure 8. Each instrumented crib is equipped with strain gages applied to each rail
(foot and web) and oriented to measure the lateral and vertical forces at the wheel/rail interface.
An examination of the force patterns associated with each truck provided an indication of the
condition of that truck and, particularly the tracking misalignment errors associated with the
truck. This information can be used to find “bad actor” cars that are steering irregularly. These
detectors identify the following [31]:
•

Radially misaligned axles that occur when two side frames in the same truck have
mismatched wheelbases.

•

Low bogie warp (shear) restraint from missing main or wedge springs, worn wedges, loose
or worn column wear liners.

•

Mismatched wheel diameters on the same axle, either as a result of poor machining or as a
result of eccentric profile wear between wheels on the same axle.

The following gaps were identified for the existing TPD systems based on the literature review:
•

Increased use of top-of-rail lubrication reduces the effectiveness of TPD to discern the
performance of trucks based on the forces they generate while negotiating curved track.

•

Modern railcar trucks have improved considerably (currently most are using M-976 trucks).
The industry is seeing less alerting on the newer designed truck.

Figure 8. Typical layout of the TPD site [18]

Truck Hunting Detector (THD)
The THD consists of similar sensors like TPDs (strain gages or lasers) that are mounted to a
tangent track, often after a curve [32]. The force based THD systems are usually co-located
within a WILD site. The THD systems monitor the dynamic response of the railcar on a tangent
track where the lateral forces should be low. They are programmed to identify railcars that
exhibit unexpected dynamics such as hunting, ongoing periodic lateral oscillations that often
result from worn suspension components [33-35] as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Wheelset hunting motion exhibiting sinusoidal motion on the track

The force data gathered from each wheel are evaluated using a hunting index (HI) value that
is used to identify defects depending on the acceptable thresholds and criteria configured for the
system. Other THDs sense hunting by measuring the attitude of the wheelsets when passing over
a similar length of tangent track. Each detector type provides a measure of performance in some
form of a HI. The current AAR THD condemnable HI threshold is 0.20 is based on the vendorspecific proprietary truck HI [36]. Work conducted by Tournay, et al. [35, 37, 38] suggested 0.2
as an absolute valued vendor-specific systems’ HI threshold at or above which a truck will likely
be found with condemnable defects and poor performance. The following gaps were identified
for the existing THD systems based on the literature review:
•

HIs from different detector types may not be directly comparable.

•

Coverage of the THD is entirely dependent on the types of vendor-specific WILD
installations, i.e., only half of the existing WILD system has the THD co-located. The
implementation of the THD is more of a coverage gap.
Truck Geometry Detector (TGD)

The TGD, also known as the Truck Bogie Optical Geometry Inspection (TBOGI), is commonly
used to measure the performance of a railcar’s axle and wheel suspension assembly (tracking
position, AOA of wheelsets on a truck), by using a laser-based monitoring system combined with
a high-speed camera along a tangent section of track as a train passes over the detector. Figure 10
shows the installation of the two TBOGI detectors on double track.

Figure 10. Two TBOGI-HD Detectors on Double Track [39]
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Early work conducted by Sultana and Aragona [39] attempted to provide statistical estimates
for corresponding TBOGI-HD peak hunting values to the AAR THD Salient HI limits. Similarly,
BNSF has implemented a three-level threshold rule (Level 3:least severe, Level 2: moderate, and
Level 1: most severe) for its eight TBOGI sites that were installed through their network since
2006, allowing them to handle exceptions based on these rules that they have developed [18].
The following gap was identified for the existing TGD systems based on the literature review:
•

Currently an AAR rule for truck hunting based on TGDs that have a hunting capability
does not exist
Wheel Profile Detector (WPD)

Wheel profile greatly influences the running behavior of individual railcars. AAR standards
define the wheel profile for new and reconditioned wheels [40]. As the mileage on the wheels
accumulates, the profile of the wheel changes. Several WPD systems have been developed over
time and are now commercially available to measure critical dimensions on moving wheelsets.
All WPD systems use cameras and/or lasers mounted below the rail level to view the wheel tread
and collect images of the individual wheels as trains pass and analyze them automatically to
extract wheel profile measurements [41-44]. Critical wheel dimensions (rim thickness, tread
hollow, flange height/width/thickness/angle/slope, etc.) are determined and worn wheels are
identified. Figure 11(a) shows one of the early versions of the WPD system installed at FAST,
and Figure 11(b) shows an example measurement output.

(b)

(a)

Figure 11. Wheel profile monitoring system. (a) WPD installation; (b) cross sectional display of a
wheel profile measurement

Figure 12 shows an example of a measured wheel profile plotted together with the original
wheel profile. Similarly, Table 5 shows the AAR condemnable limits for the wheel profile
measurements. The following gaps were identified for the existing WPD systems based on the
literature review:
•

Variation exists between the WPD data among different suppliers of the technology. This
may be attributed due to a lack of standardized WPD calibration/metrics. Currently, the
AAR MSRP states that WPD are to be physically inspected and calibrated once every 3
years per the manufacturer’s recommended practice. Calibration must be accurate to within
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0.020 for measurement parameters provided in inches (in.) and 0.5 for measurement
parameters provided in millimeters (mm) [45].
•

There are no actionable rules to repair cars without human-based mechanical inspections/
validations.

Sliding wheels are not usually picked up by the existing WPD systems

Figure 12. Wheel Profile measurements from the WPD system [44]
Table 5. AAR Wheel Profile Condemnable Limits [46]
Why Made Code

Wheel Defects

Limit

60

Thin Flange

15/16 inch thick or less

62

Vertical Flange

63

Tread Worn Hollow

64

High Flange

73

Thin Rim

1 inch or more (flat vertical surface)
5 mm or greater as measured by an AAR approved
gage
1 1/2 inches or more above the centerline of the wheel
tread
3/4 inch or less for 30- and 33-inch diameter wheels
7/8 inch or less for 28-, 36-, and 38-inch diameter wheels

Wheel Temperature Detector (WTD)
The WTDs utilize thermal sensors and/or infrared technology to measure wheel temperature
irradiated from the railcar wheels. The WTD-reported wheel temperatures can be used to
diagnose a variety of brake-related problems with cars and trains. For example, this information
is used to deduce un-braked wheels when they should be braking and unreleased brakes when the
wheels should be running freely [47]. A relative indication of wheel temperature is sufficient to
identify abnormally hot or cold wheels (and thereby detect and diagnose potential brake
problems). Algorithms were developed to find a specific wheel’s temperature in relation to all
wheels in the train [15]. Unreleased handbrakes, inoperative or malfunctioning brake valves, and
binding brake rigging have been identified using WTDs. Figure 13(a) shows a WTD wayside
device and an example of the WTD alerting data. In Figure 13(c), the green box shows the alerts
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for the cold wheels (brakes not applied) for the lead locomotives; the yellow boxes indicate the
cold wheel examples for cars where brakes were released/not applied, and the red box shows
example of extremely hot wheels where the brakes were stuck.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 13. Wheel Temperature Detector (WTD). (a) Installed revenue service system; (b) WTD
principle schematics; (c) WTD Data –Clustered Abnormalities [17]

Suppliers of this technology have their own calibration standards that are typically the same
between WTD and HBD, which use the same internal hardware. Because HBD is a safety alert
technology that has been successfully used for decades, we have confidence in the ability of
WTD from different vendors to identify temperature differences of concern such as shown in
Figure 13. However, there is an opportunity to improve the utility of in-situ performance-based
brake effectiveness evaluations by exploring standardization of calibration metrics between
vendors and more importantly by exploring enhanced technology that provides additional insight
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into potential anomalies. Although this technology is relatively mature, the following gaps were
identified for existing WTD systems based on the literature review:
•

Lack of standardized WTD calibration/metrics.

•

Existing conventional WTD only looks at one single line of the temperature profiles just
above the top of the rail. It will be beneficial to explore alternative technology that allows
for enhanced temperature profile information with larger wheel coverage.
Hot Bearing Detector (HBD)

The railroad journal roller bearings carry the load of the train car and lading. Failure modes often
include elevated temperatures where the bearing can heat to the point of burning off the end of
the axle. Typically, healthy bearings exhibit consistent temperature and acoustic signature
patterns. With the onset of wear or fatigue, the bearing behavior changes, influencing the
patterns. Hence, bearing temperature is a good indicator of friction, and therefore bearing health.
One way to monitor railroad journal roller bearing health is using HBDs. These are thermal
sensors (thermoresistors in early days, pyroelectronic sensors after that, and an array of infrared
sensors in some newer systems) placed at regular intervals (approximately 20 miles) in track
aimed at sensing the temperature of the roller bearings on freight cars [48-51]. Figure 14 shows
the one type of the HBD installed in the track. HBDs are typically configured to radio a stop
command to the crew in the case of an overheated bearing, i.e., if a bearing above a particular
threshold passed the detector.

Figure 14. HBD are placed outboard of the rail and sense the temperature of passing bearings

Although this technology is relatively mature, the following gaps were identified for the
existing HBD systems based on the literature review:
•

Conventional HBD looks at one spot on the bearing and is limited on some types of shorter
bearings (6 1/2 x 9) (less room to measure the temperature profiles) [52].

•

HBD technology can have difficulty with shielded bearings that are commonly found in the
locomotives and passenger cars.
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Acoustic Bearing Detector (ABD)
The ABDs are state-of-the-art devices that monitor the sound produced by the rolling bearings
[53-55]. The acoustic bearing detector is an array of axle-level microphones that listen as the
train passes. Algorithms analyze the sound patterns to deduce bearing health. Figure 15 shows
the Trackside Acoustic Detection System. This technology allows railroad operators to plan
bearing maintenance far in advance of catastrophic overheating. The minimization of service
disruption is a major economic driver for the acoustic detector. The literature also suggests that
ABDs are typically related to gradual fatigue and do little for catastrophic failures [56].

Figure 15. Acoustic bearing detectors are placed at axle level to record
the sound signature of passing bearings

Although this technology is relatively mature, based on the literature review, the following
gaps were identified for the existing ABD systems:
•

In general, ABD behaves differently with shielded bearings that are commonly found in the
locomotives and passenger cars.

•

The accuracy of ABDs may decrease at slower speeds. This is due to rollers not being able
to generate enough noise for reasonable detection by the microphone.
Dragging Equipment Detector (DED)

The DEDs protect rolling stock, cargo, and track structures by detecting the components of
rolling stock that are loose and dragging under moving trains. These wayside detectors typically
use acceleration-based sensors to detect dragging equipment. A typical DED system can detect
any strikes with accelerations up to 600g-forces. There are several types of DED detectors
designed by different manufacturers. However, a DED system typically consists of physical
sensors mounted on top of the track ties, as shown in (a) and (b) of Figure 16. No major gap was
discovered during the literature review.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 16. An example of DED system and a dragging component detected by
such wayside system [18]

Automated Cracked Wheel Detection Systems (ACWDS)
Until recently, the only option for railways to inspect wheels for internal defects was using
manual, labor-intensive, static inspection techniques. This critical safety inspection is disruptive
to operations as trains must be taken out of service while wheels are inspected. Recent
developments in ACWDS make it possible to inspect wheels without removing them from
service. Several ultrasonic wheel inspection systems have been developed for inspecting wheels
on moving trains. These automated systems require specialized hardware mounted to special
trackwork. Figure 17(a) shows an example of a robotic tracking mechanism that brings ultrasonic
probes to the wheel [57]. This system is configured to inspect each wheel for one complete
revolution. Wheels are elevated by running on a special flange-bearing track that provide access
to the tread of the wheel. With four robotic stations, one station inspects the wheels on each axle.
Transducers are configured to look for horizontal and radial cracks. Water is piped in to keep the
wheel wet for optimal acoustic coupling between the wheel and the transducers. These ACWDS
are typically installed in rail yards where trains are scheduled to pass over the systems at slow
speeds.
Figure 17(b) shows another cracked wheel detection system where the wheels traverse an
array of ultrasonic probes [58-62]. The probes are configured to span a full revolution of the
wheel. The structural components of the system consist of a custom-designed concrete
foundation with special wide-gage trackwork to expose the wheel tread and a water delivery and
recirculation system for delivering ultrasonic couplant. The detector itself consists of an array of
spring-loaded ultrasonic probes, a wheel imaging system, an automatic equipment identification
(AEI) tag reader, wayside data collection units, and a central processor housed in a nearby
control building. The ultrasonic probes are aligned between the rail and a guardrail where they
can contact the wheel tread. Two types of ultrasonic probes are arranged to inspect different
areas of the wheel. Zero-degree probes look straight up, and 70-degree probes look across or
around the wheel. This type of system has the potential for greater capacity as it can be installed
at the entrance to a rail yard to monitor all trains entering the yard.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17. Two approaches to ACWDS. (a) Robotic tracking Ultrasonic Testing (UT) CWD track
each wheel; (b) Multi-probe UT CWD where the wheels pass over multiple sensors

Recently published articles on ACWDS point out the successes and some implementation
concerns for such type of detectors in revenue service [58, 63]. During the most recent testing in
spring 2020, the system correctly identified seven cracked rim wheels that were subsequently
hand-UT verified and removed as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Broken wheels detected by ACWDS during FAST spring 2020 operations

The ACWDS at the TTC is a relatively unprotected installation, so its maintenance
requirements are both unique to its location and higher than if it were protected by a shelter
building. As such, the frequent maintenance necessary to control environmental factors would be
impractical in actual revenue service. Thus, a design update along with regular maintenance of
the system is recommended for any installation of such a system in revenue service. The
distinctive environmental conditions should be taken into consideration with regard to the
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location of any system for revenue application. Some of the challenges of implementing such
systems in revenue service include [58, 63]:
•

The system only operates to a maximum speed of 15 mph. This is due to the limitation of
ultrasonics principle.

•

The system requires special trackwork and concrete slab to install the wayside equipment.

•

The use of water coupling presents challenges to implement such systems in extreme cold
weather conditions. However, such systems are implemented in the Northern province of
China and use heated covered structures and systems that are winterized for the cold
conditions using glycol/antifreeze.
WILD Edge System

There is little correlation between high-impact wheels and wheel failures such as vertical split
rims (VSR) and shattered rim crack (SRC) wheels. In fact, many broken wheels (74 percent) fail
in service absent of high-impact load readings (80 kips or higher) as measured by WILD. These
wheels exhibit signs of damage at or near the edge of the tread on the field side of the wheel or
Zone 1 as shown in Figure 19(a). The wheels typically contact the rail near the tapeline (Zone 3)
when rolling on tangent track but can contact the rail at other locations, i.e., near the flange
(Zone 2) or toward the field side of the tread (Zone 1) when on curved track. Figure 19(b) shows
a typical broken rim failure that would not likely produce high impact readings on a tangent
WILD system. Zone 1 is not typically exposed to the instrumented zone of the standard WILDs
in use in North America.

(a)

(b)

Figure 19. Railroad car wheel tread images: (a) damage zones and (b) example of cracked wheel
damage that did not register on tangent WILD

A new concept called WILD Edge was developed by assembling commercially available
WILD components on curved track in conjunction with tangent WILD for the purpose of detecting
wheels with damage outboard of the tapeline [27]. An investigative NUCARS® analysis was also
performed to predict the wheel lateral position along with testing to verify the result on wheel
impact level [64]. Testing conducted at the TTC demonstrated that the range of dynamic forces in a
defective wheel detected by the WILD Edge system was higher than in the tangent WILD system.
Revenue service implementation of such technology is done by using special trackwork designed
to create outboard wheel contact on tangent track as shown in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. WILD Edge system installation in one of the Class I North American railroads

More industry-wide implementation will be required to fully understand the existing gap of
such WILD Edge systems.
Locomotive Undercarriage Thermal In-Track Monitoring Systems (LUTIS)
Today’s modern locomotives are equipped with many onboard high-tech sensors, but certain highload mechanical components, such as the gear train, remain unmonitored. An overheated gear box
event may not be sensed by the onboard diagnostics, nor by existing wayside detector technologies
and can result to Traction Motor (TM) lockup and failure. Failure associated with TM can have a
significant effect on the railway operations and the maintenance related to repair and replace TM
can be sometimes very costly. TTCI has been working with the suppliers of wayside inspection
systems to develop locomotive undercarriage thermal inspection systems (LUTIS) for monitoring
the temperature of running locomotive components. Initial installation and test results for LUTIS
tested at the TTC showed good repeatability within the operating conditions tested as shown in
Figure 21 [65]. The correlation between the thermal image temperature measurements and the
thermocouple instruments was within 1°C for the system from one of the suppliers.

Figure 21. Single camera LUTIS system at the TTC and the example of processed thermal image
and its comparison with the thermocouple data [65]
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Several LUTIS are currently undergoing revenue-service trials at one of the North American
railroads. More widespread industry-wide implementation will be required to fully understand
the existing gap of such LUTIS.
Laser Broken Rim Detector System
Broken wheels are rare but important to find. Safely detecting broken wheels before they become
problematic, and without interrupting service, is the goal. Under AAR/Strategic Research
Initiatives (SRI) wheel/axle inspection technology program, TTCI has been working with the
North American railroads in cooperation with the suppliers of technology on the alternative
broken rim detector system. One such concept projects a laser line onto the wheel rim just above
the top of the rail, and vision cameras analyze straightness of the line to find broken rims. A
good wheel produces a perfectly straight, flat line whereas a broken wheel will cause the line to
deviate. Figure 22 shows one of the laser-broken rim detector systems that is currently
undergoing tests by TTCI. Revenue service trials and more widespread industry-wide
implementation will be required to fully understand the existing gap of such optical/laser-based
broken rim detection systems.

Figure 22. Laser-Broken Rim Detector System under test by TTCI

Cracked Axle Inspection
NDE technologies that can detect and characterize defects and or anomalies in railroad axles
have long been recognized as a critical need by the railroads. The ideal NDE technology will be
nondestructive, installed on wayside (mainline or near yard), and will have in-motion capability
that can be used on all axle types, materials, and configurations. However, most of the existing
railroad axle inspection systems require the removal of wheelsets and bearings or the bearing
caps prior to inspection. Thus, inspections are usually done in the railyard or at overhaul.
Railroads seek technologies that can inspect axles on moving trains. Such technologies will
significantly increase productivity and enhance the safety of railroad operations. Table 6 shows
that most of the state-of-the-art NDE systems require removal of the wheelsets and bearings or
the bearing caps prior to inspection [66].
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Table 6. Capabilities and limitations of current state-of-the-art
NDE techniques for axle inspection [66]
NDE Methods

Axle Type

Advantages

Limitations

•
Magnetic
Particle
Testing (MT)
Alternating
Current Field
Measurement
(ACFM)
Induced
Current
Focusing
Potential Drop
(ICFPD)
Low angle
ultrasonic
testing (UT)
scan
Near
End/High
Angle UT
scan
Phased Array
Ultrasonic
Testing

Alternating
Current (AC)
Thermography

Solid/
Hollow

Solid/
Hollow

Solid/
Hollow

Solid

Solid

Solid/
Hollow

Solid/
Hollow

•

Detection of surface
breaking cracks and
subsurface cracks

•

Signals are electronically
recorded
Large coverage (requires
multiple-element probe)

•
•
•

Signals are electronically
recorded
Does not require removal
of wheelsets

•
•
•
•
•
•

Requires higher operator skill level
to interpret signals

•

Can be carried out with
limited access, and on
axles in repair depots

•

Apparent low sensitivity

•

Inspection can be done
from axle end

•

Requires removal of bearing caps

•

Allows automated
scanning of a larger
surface area
Inspection can be
performed from the
surface body of an axle or
from the end of an axle

•

Requires wheelsets to be
dismounted and bearing cap
removed
Requires higher operator skill level
High cost

•

•
•

Allows quick inspection
Does not require coupling

•
•
•
•
•

•
Laser UT

Requires removal of wheelsets,
bearings
High operator dependence
Cannot be automated
Hazardous waste generated
Regions underneath
wheelsets/bearing are not covered
Requires higher operator skill level
to interpret signals

Solid

•

Non-contact method and
does not require liquid
couplant
Allows quick inspection
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•
•

Lacks the ability to inspect axles
underneath the wheel seat and
bearings
Not heavily explored, so there are
unknowns
Technology is currently too
sensitive to the extreme operating
environment of the railroad
Cracks further from the center of
the axle body were more difficult to
detect
Design challenges were unable to
be resolved with the as-designed
prototype

NDE Methods

Axle Type

Advantages

Limitations

•
Digital Image
Correlation
(DIC)

•
Solid

•

•
Laser
Shearography

•
Solid

•

Whole-field strain
measurement technique
Non-contact method and
does not require liquid
couplant

Whole-field NDE
measurement technique
Very sensitive to surface
and sub-surface defects in
axles
Non-contact method, does
not
require couplant

•
•
•

•
•

Can inspect only the portions of
the axle that are visible via line of
site, which is the area between the
wheels
Resolution was not sufficient to
detect the stress concentration
due to a notch cut into the axle
Implementation issues with
surface preparation and data
acquisition under moving train
Can inspect only the portions of
the axle that are visible via line of
site, which is the area between the
wheels
Deep defects like forging defects
in axle cannot be detected
Implementation concerns
regarding moving axles

A recent research effort by TTCI investigated the development of an in-motion cracked axle
detection technology based on flash infrared thermography (IRT) NDE approach. Infrared
thermography (IRT) is a non-contact NDE technique where IR camera is used to capture IR
radiation emitted from the test objects. Some of the key findings from this work include [67]:
•
•
•

IRT approach was able to detect fine cracks at various locations, orientations, and lengths
on a moving axle.
Four or five high frame rate long wavelength IR camera systems were recommended in
order to have a full coverage of the axle at angles 90 (or 72) degrees apart.
A distance of 5 feet or more and offline-of-sight surface angles of more than 30 degrees
are needed between camera and axle with minimal reduction of crack detectability.

This in-motion IRT testing of a simulated cracked axle was successful in proving out the
physics of the method and understanding the appropriate key parameters and details to make it
work. TTCI anticipates a prototype in-service axle inspection system to be designed, built, and
set up for full-scale testing.
Machine Vision System (MVS)
The prevailing method for railcar inspections on North American railroads consists of periodic
manual visual inspections while a train is stopped. These rules are set by the FRA, TC, and the
AAR to govern the minimal standards for safety. This manual inspection methodology is highly
inefficient for several reasons. For one, skilled inspectors may look at a component numerous
times without referencing a history of inspection or creating a documentation log for subsequent
use. Consequently, a failing component only gets noticed upon complete failure. For another,
manual inspection does not require recording and maintaining equipment health trends. By
removing human subjectivity, near real-time automated inspection of railcars using machine
learning approaches of visual images mitigates these deficiencies. Thus, to ensure safety,
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improve operating efficiency, and reduce risk, several machine vision inspection systems are
gaining wide-spread implementation among North American railroads.
In general, MVS for the inspection of railcars is an emerging and rapidly progressing
technology. The first applications of machine vision for railroad inspection focused on highly
common components such as wheel profiles and brake shoes, as previously discussed. Research
efforts have advanced several large-field inspection systems, including systems to inspect the
safety appliances (ladders, handholds, sill steps, etc.) and railcar underframe and related
structural members. Hardware systems have evolved to reliably image all portions of the railcar,
including undercarriage components, truck components, body components, and overhead views,
however, reliable automation of defect detection has not evolved similarly, primarily because of
the wide variations of car types, safety appliance locations, and undercarriage configurations.
Railcars vary by type, by manufacturer, and by model within types. In addition, railcars operate
in the outdoor environment and may be soiled and corroded or laden with ice and snow. An
additional complication arises from the matter that defect conditions can vary widely. The
creation of robust algorithms in the face of uncertain baseline conditions and varying defect
modes make the creation of robust vision-based defect detection algorithms very challenging.
This is due to variations that we see in car designs, hardware components and component
configurations. Not all cars are built the same way. Even if some of the cars are built the same
way, there can be huge variation on the components itself. One single algorithm will not work
for all. This is also true for imaging systems. One-size-fits-all design will not be able to image a
single component in all car types. It will require a modular machine vision system design.
Adapting these MVS to broad inspection of railcars still presents a greater challenge than
inspecting wheels and brakes shoes. To fully realize the benefits of automated inspection for the
railcar in general, more complex inspections are required. The section below describes some of
the MVS technologies in the North American railroad industry today in detail.
Automated Safety Appliance Inspection System (ASAIS)
Safety appliances are the man/machine interface points where humans interact with the railcars.
The placement and integrity of these components is mandated by federal regulation. Machine
vision technology for the inspection of the safety appliance is referred to as ASAIS [68-70]. The
system shown in Figure 23 assesses the visible condition of a railcar’s safety appliances,
including ladders, handholds, sill steps, etc.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23. ASAIS and its output. (a) One of the test systems installed at the TTC; (b) missing
ladder irons as identified by red line; and (c) processed image results showing clearance distance
acceptance limit

Some of the challenges of implementing such systems in revenue service include:
•

Machine vision inspection is not suitable for detecting loose components such as handholds
or steps. This drawback does raise concern regarding acceptance relative to existing FRA
safety standards. Methods to detect loose components are needed.
Automated Inspection of Structural Components (AISC)

The automated inspection of structural components (AISC) systems aids in the inspection of
freight car underframe and related structural members through the use of machine vision.
Upward facing cameras between the rails create high resolution images of moving freight cars.
Over the years, software and algorithm development has advanced a multitude of algorithms for
detecting anomalies for these structural components in a car, including:
•

Coupler retaining pin/cross-keys, draft gear/mechanisms

•

Brake rigging, brake components, hand brake linkage or connections, brake pipe

•

Truck bolster, truck side frame

•

Center sill, side sill, draft sill, body bolster, and other body defects

•

Bottom outlet doors/attachments

The AISC systems positively identify components of interest and objectively assess their
condition. Figure 24(a) shows a graphical representation of the camera placements, and Figure
24(b) shows the actual installation of the system in the revenue service environment. Figure 25
shows varieties of inspection images.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 24. AISC system. (a) Graphical representation of the camera placements; (b) revenue
service type installation

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 25. AISC inspection results. (a) Coupler & draft arrangement; (b) truck bolster and brake
rigging; (c) complete car undercarriage

Truck Component Inspection System
A truck component inspection system has cameras at axle level. Typical inspections include
bearing end cap bolts, missing springs, broken springs, friction wedge condition, and broken
journal bearing adapters in railroad freight cars. Figure 26(a)–(d) shows four different truck
detail inspection systems. Figure 26(e)–(h) show example images obtained from these systems.
The images can be used to detect load imbalance, diagnose spring condition, measure wedge
rise, count end cap bolts, and find broken bearing adapters. The test systems at the TTC and in
revenue service have demonstrated capability for automatic detection of spring condition and
bearing end cap bolts.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 26. Truck detail inspection systems. (a-d) Four different commercial systems installed at
TTC; (e) missing spring; (f) broken spring; (g) missing wedge; (h) missing bolt

Coupler Cross-Key Inspection System
The coupler cross-key inspection system is designed to inspect E-Type coupler securement
components for railcars. These systems also use a high-speed digital imaging system to acquire
multiple images of every cross key (draft key) and the surrounding area for inspection as shown
in Figure 27(a). Typically, all cross keys are imaged from both front and back including the area
under the center sill for proper E/F coupler classification as shown in Figure 27(b).

(a)
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(b)
Figure 27. Coupler cross-key inspection system and associated image results from
such system [71]

Automated Inspection Portal (AIP)
The Full Train Scanning System sums the capabilities of several machine vision systems to
create a complete image of the top, sides, and undercarriage of every freight car. Imaging the
entire freight car opens many possibilities. Lower positioned cameras provide detailed images of
the truck, brake rigging and draft components that can be scanned for defects and unusual wear.
Side mounted cameras offer an opportunity to identify imbalanced loads, unsecured lading and
various carbody defects quickly. A top mounted camera allows for the evaluation of top covers
on covered hopper cars and tank cars as well as top chord and interior bracing in open hoppers.
In addition to enhancing traditional inspections, the Full Train Scanning System provides an
excellent opportunity to add security applications such as foreign object detection and tank car
assessment. Finally, image analysis software can be developed to identify and verify the required
markings on each car (Car ID number, safety placards, reflectors, etc.). Figure 28 shows a test
system installed at FAST. Similarly, Figure 29 shows the Full Train Scanning System results for
a freight car.

Figure 28. Full Train Scanning System installation at FAST
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The various machine vision technologies deployed throughout the North American freight
corridor have detected thousands of conditions each year that could potentially lead to accidents.
Compared to manual visual inspections, autonomous machine vision offers the advantages of
speed, reduced track occupancy, inspection frequency, and consistency.
The AIP is an advancement of the Full Train Scanning System, and it presents a sophisticated 360°
visualization of trains that provides real-time train inspection as trains travel at track speeds up to
70 mph (110 km/h). The modern-day AIP aims to modernize the railcar inspection process by
pairing high resolution imaging hardware with artificial intelligence and deep learning capabilities.
Using the latest machine vision applications, the system complements current manual inspections
and helps railroads maintain the fleet with more efficiency, leading to a safer and more reliable
railway. Figure 30–Figure 33 shows examples of some of the AIPs installed in the Class I North
American railroads.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 29. Full train scanning system results (a) Top view; (b) side view; (c) underside view
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Figure 30. CN Automated Inspection Portals [72]

Figure 31. CP Automated Inspection Portals [73]
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Figure 32. Union Pacific Railroad Automated Inspection Portals [74]

Figure 33. CSX’s Train Inspection Portal (TIP), southeast of Waycross, GA [75]

These AIPs have high-speed cameras mounted on the sides, top, and bottom of a frame that
encloses a track. These cameras take what is basically a series of thin, very tall “slice” photos
that are stitched together by the system’s software into a complete picture of a railcar. As shown
in Figure 34, the portals can be used at any time of day because they are equipped with banks of
LEDs to light up the train as it passes through.
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Figure 34. Automated Inspection Portals LED lights [72]

The portal also reads the AEI (Automatic Equipment Identification) tag on every railcar so
the image can be matched to a particular car. This information is combined into an operator
interface as shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35. Automated Inspection Portals Operator Interface

Note the labels matching the car or locomotive number to the image, and the different views.
Locomotive FXE 4814 is shown from the top as well as from both sides. The photos are
beneficial, but the real value of the system is in the automated analysis of the images. Algorithms
that have been developed so far include:
•

Boxcar open door identification

Figure 36. Boxcar open door identification [76]
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•

Missing/open hopper door hatch identifications

Figure 37. Missing/open hopper door hatch identifications [76]

•

Detection of train riders

•

Pantograph inspections

•

Thermal imaging for “hot spots”

Both MVS and AIP technology for the inspection of railcars are rapidly progressing and
emerging technologies. Some of the existing challenges/gap associated with the MVS and AIP
for North American railroads include:
•

MVS is not suitable for detecting loose components such as handholds or steps. Methods to
detect loose components are needed.

•

MVS and AIP cameras line of sight can be obscured/obstructed by climatic conditions such
as heavy snow/accumulation, rain, and blizzard-like conditions. It is noted that humans also
suffer from similar challenges during such extreme climatic conditions.

•

Obstructions posed by railcar hardware components and/or support structures in some of
the railcars also present challenges. Improved camera placements and positioning are
needed to meet these challenges [77].

•

Currently, there are no standardized processes to conclude safety equivalence between
manual inspections and automated machine visioning inspection systems. Controlled
probability of detection (POD) studies can be conducted to meet this immediate but
challenging industry need [78].

•

Lack of image data sharing among Class I North American railroads due to IP issues.
Coordination between Class I railroads will be helpful to validate and verify the
performance of different artificial intelligence/machine learning algorithms used for AIPs.

•

Implementation costs are high due to a lack of shared research, common infrastructure, and
data sharing plans.
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2.2

Rail Performance and Integrity

Broken rails and welds due to internal flaws, defects, and/or anomalies are still some of the leading
causes of track-related accidents for North American railroads, and this also poses significant
challenges for Canadian railways operating in extreme cold weather conditions [79]. The rail
temperature decreasing by a significant amount from the neutral temperature causes rails to
experience high tensile loads and subsequent failure at weak spots, such as fatigue defects forming
inside the rails and welds.
Broken Rails
Since 2014, TTCI and one Canadian railway jointly started a high strength (HS) rail performance
test on a heavy haul route near Redditt, Ontario. This section typically accumulates
approximately 50 MGTonnes of 32.6-tonne axle load traffic per year and operates between 55–
65 km/h over grades ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 percent. Five rail manufacturers provided seven
different rail types for installing on the high and low rails of a 388m curve having gage face
lubrication. The curve has preventative grinding one to two times per year. The test is continuing
as of early 2021. The results of the test have been published in previous articles [80, 81].
To date, there have been few weld failures, but no internal fatigue defects have been detected
in the test rails. Rolling contact damage (RCD) and wear are being monitored as previous work
on this topic has shown RCD on rails can be influenced by cold weather conditions [82]. Since
this test started, TTCI has completed a HS rail test on its own high tonnage loop (HTL) and is
currently conducting another HS rail test with the latest HS rails from the rail manufacturers. The
ongoing HS rail test at the TTC is scheduled to be completed in 2022 [81]. As a result, the
ongoing HS rail test near Redditt, ON is undergoing an evaluation of rail types that have been
further improved over the last seven years and the currently developed HS rails are harder and
superior to the test rails currently in track in Redditt, ON. It is important for the Canadian rail
network to do a revenue service evaluation of the latest HS rails being offered by rail
manufacturers around the world to evaluate the wear and fatigue performance.
Friction Modifier
The cold weather experienced by Canadian railways and some parts of the North American rail
network also necessitates the performance and reliability of wayside lubricating systems and the
lubricants or friction modifiers applied on the rails. From the functional errors of lubricating
systems to the effectiveness of lubricant carryover by wheels under harsh winter conditions, an
overall approach to the performance of lubricants and lubricating systems is essential for longterm usage. Recently, a Canadian railway and one rail manufacturer collaborated to identify
effective lubrication strategies on a Canadian railway network [83] as well as evaluate seven
different gage face lubricants using a disc-on-disc testing tribometer. Both rail steel disc wear
and surface damage were monitored and recorded during application of each gage-face lubricant
[83]. In addition to wear and surface damage, distances covered by discs in revolutions in
between lubricant applications were monitored and measured to compare the effectiveness and
carry-distance of the seven lubricants. After the completion of the test, four out of seven
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lubricants were chosen to be tested on the track near Redditt, ON. A similar study for top-of-rail
friction modifiers was done 15 years ago, and the results were published [84]. The testing of the
lubricant carry-distance and effectiveness on revenue service was started in 2018 but was
interrupted due to frequent idling of measurement devices from extremely low temperatures in
winter. It was suggested that the lubricant effectiveness and carry-distance evaluation will be
conducted at another Canadian heavy-haul route during both summer and cold conditions, but
the location will need to have slightly higher than the lowest temperatures experienced in
Redditt, ON to prevent further idling of measurement devices.
Some of the existing gaps for the topics on lubrication and friction modifiers include:
•

Need for a revenue service evaluation test with latest HS rails on a track hosted by Canadian
railway with weather conditions like Redditt, ON. Rails from different manufacturers will
be monitored for wear, defects, and RCD.

•

Need for a revenue service evaluation at a site chosen by Canadian railway for gage face
lubricant effectiveness. Rails at various distances away from the lubrication system will be
monitored for rail wear and coefficient of friction (COF).
Rail Defect Detection

Improving railroad safety through the reduction of rail failures and the associated risks of train
accidents, while achieving higher reliability of NDE inspection for rail flaw detection and
characterization, is the main goal of rail defect detection. To achieve this goal, North American
railroads rely vastly on ultrasonic testing (UT) technologies to monitor the health of their asset,
i.e., rail. This type of testing is usually performed on a periodic basis to monitor the internal
condition of the rail. This NDE technology is usually implemented on a hi-rail vehicle platform
(commonly referred to as “rail detector cars”), and it uses fixed-angle piezoelectric transducers
housed in a liquid-filled membrane (tire) called a roller search unit (RSU) to generate/emit
ultrasonic waves in the rail. Figure 38 shows a typical RSU configuration in the rail. Ray trace is
displayed as a single line but in reality, an array of the ultrasonic beam is transmitted and
received. Similarly, Table 7 shows different types of transducers commonly used for finding
different types of rail defects.

Figure 38. Ultrasonic transducers configurations in RSUs. [85]
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Table 7. Transducer orientation and targeted flaw types [85]
Transducers Types

Target Flaw Types

0°

Flaws oriented horizontally
[shells, horizontal split head (HSH), split web]

37.5° or 45°

Bolt hole cracks, web defects

70°

Transverse defects (TDS), vertical split heads (VSH)
weld defects (porosity, inclusions, etc.)

The peak testing speed with rail detector cars can exceed 30 km/h on North American
railroads, but the start-stop-“hand verify” operation often limits average test speeds to around 12
km/h [85]. However, inspection speeds in some other countries are reported to be as high as 100
km/h [86, 87]. In many of these cases, a detector car does not stop to further hand verify
indications. The inspection data is recorded and analyzed later in the back-office, but, for North
American Class I railroads, the start-stop hand verifying operation requires NDE operators to stop
the detector car, step down from the vehicle, and manually hand verify flaws in the rail using the
portable ultrasonic system to see any relevant indication is detected. Hand verification is usually
done to confirm a detector car finding and to size the defect so proper remedial action can be taken.
However, the USDOT FRA current rule now allows North American railroads to use UT
technology, augmented with GPS technology, to conduct continuous rail testing [88]. In this
approach, rail inspection equipment will instead be able to collect and transmit inspection data
nonstop to remote locations for analysis. Depending on the severity of the potential defect, carriers
have between 36 and 84 hours to dispatch teams to the site to inspect the rail. If a suspected defect
is verified, FRA regulations require the railroad immediately apply the proper remedial action. In
some cases, this means repairing or replacing the defective rail, slowing trains over the defect, or
removing the track from service to stop trains until repairs can be made [88].
Researchers and industry are also working on the development of a novel high-speed phased
array ultrasonic testing (PAUT) NDE technology for inspecting the head and web portions of
railroad rail [89-93]. PAUT is an advanced ultrasonic NDE technique that uses multiple element
(piezo-composite) transducers packed together in a single probe housing (similar to the
conventional UT/RSU approach) with the capability to send an array of sound in a wide range of
angles through the specimen. In the work performed under the AAR/SRI program to improve the
detection of rail flaws/defects, TTCI recently completed research into the application of PAUT
technology for detecting internal defects in the head and web. Their prototype PAUT system
developed use three 125 element matrix probes (above field, center, and gage sections of the rail
head) and one 54 element linear array probe (oriented transverse to the rail), as shown in Figure
39 [89-92]. This configuration provides 429 crystal elements for inspecting the head and the web
section of the rail, and focal laws were optimized to provide redundant inspection in critical
areas. This redundancy means many flaws will be detected by more than one probe
simultaneously. This ultimately increases the probability of detection. Likewise, redundant
detection improves confidence in the detection event, and this, in turn, reduces the occurrence of
false alarm.
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Figure 39. Prototype PAUT probe configuration for rail inspection

There are still no reliable NDE methods available for rail base inspection. Recently, there has
been an ongoing effort on the rail base inspection technologies. Under the sponsorship of the
FRA, USDOT, and in collaboration with Southern Illinois University Carbondale (SIUC),TTCI
conducted research on the feasibility of applying an IRT NDE approach to detect rail base
defects [94, 95]. Figure 40 shows the IRT concept applied, and the test result obtained.
The main goals of this research were to investigate the capability of the IRT NDE approach
for the detection of defects in the rail base area and gain a firm understanding of its detection
capabilities under different surface conditions. This work demonstrated the feasibility of
applying the IRT approach to detect subsurface rail base defects in a laboratory environment.
While the IRT approach was able to detect subsurface reflectors in the rail base, the key
takeaway from this work was the need for an optimized heat source or excitations that would
comply with current railroad industry standards for track clearances for actual implementation.
Therefore, the exploration of alternative excitation approaches is recommended for future
development.

Figure 40. IRT concept for inspecting rail base

Although rail inspection processes and technology have dramatically improved over the
recent decades, a number of defects (about 10 percent) will still remain undiscovered during the
periodic inspection process and will only be discovered once removed from the track [89, 90,
96]. Some of the difficulties to find rail defects include some TDs, detailed fractures under shell,
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VSH, bolt hole cracks, and rail base defects. These are discovered only after rail breaks occur.
North American railroads consider the continuous rail testing technology to be an important tool
for early detection and prevention of rail failure, but the full benefit and the limitations of such
technology for the North American railroads has yet to be evaluated and fully realized in the
future. Some of the existing gaps for the topics on rail inspection include:
•

Fixed probe angle approach used in the existing detector cars can lead to misdirected beam
(change in refraction angle) because of RSU misalignment relative to the rail head and rail
wear.

•

Current head contacting UT approach suffers greatly in the presence of RCD because of the
scattering of the ultrasonic signals at the interface.

•

Current head contacting UT approach is not able to inspect the rail base.

•

Implementation of PAUT technology would still be cost prohibitive to implement compared
to conventional UT inspection.

•

IRT approach explored will need further optimization of the heat source or excitations that
would comply with current railroad industry standards for track clearances for actual
implementation.

•

Lack of good understanding of the morphological behavior of difficult to find internal rail
head defects. This will help in the development or refinement of existing technologies.

•

Difficult to discern weld feature from true indications in the thermite welds.

2.3

Air Brake Systems Performance and Integrity/Distributed Power

The pressurized air brake systems of freight trains are known to experience some cold-weather
challenges that lead to train delays [3]. The quantity and severity of air leaks out of the brake
system increase as an inverse function of the ambient air temperature [97, 98]. This increased
leakage increases the amount of time required to charge the train before it can leave its initial
terminal, and, in turn, this increase can cause train delays and otherwise reduce network fluidity
[99]. These leaks typically occur at various connections between the brake system components
on a car or at the end hose connections between cars. Leakage at the end hose connections have
been found to be less temperature dependent compared to the leakage elsewhere in the brake
system [97, 98]. Regulations in Canada [100] and the U.S. [101] require that the brake system
flow rate be no greater than 60 standard cubic feet per minute for a conventional head-end
powered train or no greater than 90 standard cubic feet per minute for a train with a secondary
source of pressurized air. The maximum allowable brake pipe pressure gradient is 15 psi. If a
train cannot meet these criteria, it is common practice to shorten the train by removing cars until
the criteria can be met [102].
An additional consideration regarding train operations in cold weather is the potential
increase in brake system leakage if conditions during the test at the initial terminal are warmer
than the projected conditions en route. To address such a situation, a railroad can opt to use a
more stringent criteria during the initial terminal test, such as a flow rate limit of 40 standard
cubic feet per minute [103].
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The air brake system on a typical freight car makes use of rubberized gaskets to create
airtight seals between the various components. Rubberized components are also used in air brake
control valves. The thermal contraction of the metal components in the brake system in cold
weather can place more demand on the rubberized gaskets. At the same time, the characteristics
of rubberized materials can change as a function of temperature. This combination can
potentially affect control valve performance and often leads to more brake pipe leakage in cold
weather. Some research has been conducted on potential alternative materials that would be
suitable as a replacement for the rubberized material currently used in brake systems [104].
The snow and/or ice that often accompany cold temperatures can impact freight car brake
systems in several ways. If the moisture in the brake pipe gets into the control valves and freezes,
the control valves will not perform as intended. Snow and ice on the brake rigging components
can restrict the freedom of motion and decrease the brake shoe force for a given brake cylinder
pressure. Snow and ice on the brake shoes can also reduce the COF between the brake shoe and
the wheel tread resulting in a reduced retarding force. Although not related to snow and ice,
European railways have reported COF issues with composite brake shoes related entirely to
temperature [105].
Distributed power (DP) refers to the marshalling of unstaffed locomotives in positions other
than at the head end of the train. One or more so called “remote power consists” are controlled
by the locomotive engineer in the cab of the lead locomotive. This common practice is deployed
worldwide (on approximately 20,000 locomotives in 17 countries) [106] and provides two
primary benefits: more control can be exercised on the coupler forces between cars that result
from grade negotiation or slack action, and the air brake system can be applied and recharged
more rapidly.
Although DP control systems that use wired infrastructure on the train to transmit
communications between the lead locomotive and the remote power consists exist, they are not
used in North American freight operations. Instead, communications between the lead
locomotive and the remote power consists are relayed using radio frequency channels
traditionally in the 450 MHz band. The protocol and messages sent over that link are proprietary.
Transmission of the radio signals works best when line-of-sight conditions exist between the lead
locomotive and remote power consists. Permanent wayside repeaters can be installed to alleviate
communication issues in more challenging areas such as curvy mountainous terrain, curvy urban
canyons, or some tunnels. Enhanced communications architecture has been developed, making
use of the Positive Train Control (PTC) network in the 220 MHz band, as well as cellular and
Wi-Fi as backup. The supplier claims the enhanced architecture results in a 50 percent reduction
in DP communication loss [106].
Changes in the handling commands generate communication messages between the lead
locomotive and the remote power consists. When handling commands are not changing, the
status of the DP communication link is monitored via periodic transmissions. If communication
is lost, a communication interruption is declared, and after a period of time in this state, a penalty
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brake signal is automatically propagated throughout the train. This brake brings the train to a
stop so that the DP communication issue can be resolved. In addition to restoring radio
connectivity, re-establishing DP functionality requires the lead locomotive to begin recharging
the air brake system in the train from the head end. Once each remote power consist senses the
brake pipe pressure rising at a significant rate it also begins to charge the brake pipe. The DP
communications link is fully confirmed when the lead locomotive applies a minimum service
brake application that is sensed and confirmed by the remote power consists.
The advantages of and some potential concerns associated with operating DP trains in
railway systems outside North America are documented in the literature. Australia maintains a
recommended code of good practice [107]; Europeans have noted safety precautions [108]; and
Korea has conducted feasibility tests [109]. Recommendations tend to be more focused on
controlling coupler forces rather than on brake system performance or on the reliability of
wireless communications. Although the feasibility tests included an assessment of the
communications link, the architecture was dissimilar from typical North American systems, and
therefore, it is not directly comparable.
Based on the available literature, research on these topics is better focused on air brake
performance rather than on DP reliability due to the proprietary nature of the radio link. Existing
gaps include the following:
•

Additional testing of alternative materials for air brake end hose gaskets in a more
representative service environment would be useful.

•

Investigation into potential mitigation strategies of the temperature dependent leakage at the
interfaces between air brake components.

2.4

Subgrade Soil/Permafrost Performance and Integrity

Seasonal freeze-thaw cycles and the gradual permafrost thawing due to climate change can have
detrimental effects on the railroad track structure. This literature review covers the seasonal frost
heave-thaw softening cycle and permanent permafrost thawing separately as they are different in
terms of identification and remediation.
The long-term goal for the railroads regarding these topics is improved techniques of
identifying problematic regions and reducing the negative effects on railroad performance,
including slow orders, train delays, and required maintenance.
Seasonal Freeze Heave/Thaw Softening
Seasonal freeze-thaw cycles and the resulting frost heave and thaw softening is well documented
in railroad and especially roadway literature [110-112]. While the underlying mechanism is well
understood, the ability of railroads to predict and remediate these locations remains challenging.
Frost heave involves the creation and accumulation of ice lenses in the ballast and subgrade
that can lift the entire track upwards and may produce track geometry and ride quality issues. A
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diagram of ice lenses in the track is shown in Figure 41(a). Three fundamental factors are
required for ice lens formation and are discussed below [110-113]:
•

Freezing Temperatures: The vast majority of Canada and the northern United States
experience freezing temperatures, but these freeze events can range from a single freezethaw cycle (colder regions) to multiple freeze-thaw cycles (warmer regions) within a single
winter.

•

Source of Water: The source of water can be a water table, but there is also evidence that
ice lenses may also use the moisture that is naturally within the soil [114].

•

Soils capable of capillary rise: Soils capable of capillary rise require a certain grain size to
balance the high capillary rise required to migrate the moisture towards the freezing front,
and the low permeability needed to allow the moisture to move through the soil. The soil
types that balance these two factors (capillary rise and permeability) are silts, fine sands,
and lean clays.

(a)

(b)
Figure 41. Diagrams of (a) ice lens formation and (b) thaw softening in railroad track [110]

Thaw softening occurs from the top down with the thawing of frozen track during the spring.
During this thawing process, there will be a time when only the upper ballast layer is thawed
while the lower ballast and subgrade layers remain frozen. The frozen lower layers can inhibit
drainage, causing excess moisture in the upper ballast layer to be trapped by the still-frozen
regions. The thawing mechanism is shown in Figure 41(b). Thaw softening locations tend to be
the most severe in fine-filled ballast where drainage is already inhibited, and the fines make the
track section more susceptible to high-track geometry degradation when wet [115].
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The identification of potential frost heave locations is difficult because categorizing at-risk
locations based on the three fundamental ice lens formation factors mentioned above
(temperatures, moisture, and capillary rise) requires substantial effort and is generally not
economical. Track locations that experience thaw softening are likely correlated to frost heave
locations but are also more severe in track with higher ballast fines and inadequate drainage.
Therefore, railroads tend to rely on local historical knowledge for frost heave/thaw softening
identification because they do not have a centralized database of problematic locations. Past
studies have used ground penetrating radar (GPR) to identify high-moisture regions during
thawing, and this technology may be a potential option for future identification [116-118].
The influence of frost heave/thaw softening on track performance is also not well understood
beyond the basic risk of track geometry and ride quality issues. The increased availability of data
collection and advanced statistical analysis techniques provide an opportunity to address these
questions. A previous study compared the frost susceptibility from GPR, ballast fouling, track geometry, and vehicle dynamic response, as shown in Figure 42 [116, 117], and later used
machine-learning methods in an attempt to predict ride quality based on track structure
characteristics [117]. This concept requires refinement but is well suited for future studies.

Figure 42. Plot showing (a, b) ballast and subballast layer thickness and moisture anomalies at
track center, (c) frozen and thawed track, (d) ballast fouling index, (e) track profile roughness, and
(f, g) track-based accelerometers [116]

Frost heave prevention and remediation is well documented in the highway industry. This
includes cut and replace, cementation, salts, insulation, and drainage [111, 113, 119]. However,
due to the need to reroute trains during remediation, many of these solutions are not considered
ideal or economical for the railroad industry. Currently, the railroad industry primarily salts the
track prior to freezing or shims (the tie plates) after frost heave has occurred, and additional
solutions are welcomed but rarely tested and documented. Besides the prevention of ice
formation and ensuring adequate drainage during thawing, thaw softening is difficult to
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remediate. This likely means cleaning the ballast and opening drainage paths in the track
structure.
Frost heave/thaw softening identification and prediction may be aided with the use of trackbased inspection vehicles, including track geometry and GPR. The data collected from the
inspection vehicles along with advanced statistical analyses may be able to shift research from a
site-specific focus to a more system-wide analysis. Limitations of track inspection vehicles
include verifying data reliability and collecting the necessary data to fully understand the
performance. Therefore, a combination of wayside site-specific research along with a Big Data
approach is likely required.
TTCI identified the following gaps in the frost heave/thaw softening literature:
•

Improve the classification of historical frost heave/thaw softening locations using trackbased inspection vehicles, local knowledge, and historical indicators such as slow orders.
GPR runs during the spring thaw could identify wet regions and track geometry vehicles
may be able detect rapid changes in geometry during the winter (heave) and spring
(settlement). These locations should be corroborated with local experience.

•

Identify how common frost heave/thaw softening is within Canadian railway networks and
their negative effects on track performance.

•

Understand how the fundamental factors that cause ice lenses (temperatures, moisture,
capillary rise) relate to frost heave and thaw softening in a wayside study. Site characteristics
of interest would be soil type, single freeze versus multiple freeze events within a winter
season, location of water table, and excess moisture within the track system.

•

Identify how frost-heave magnitude and other track structure characteristics affect track
geometry and ride quality metrics using advanced statistical methods such as machine
learning.

•

Understand how fine-filled ballast affects frost heave/thaw softening and how various
maintenance activities (shoulder cleaning or undercutting) could reduce the detrimental
effects.

•

Perform a case study on how various untried remediation techniques could mitigate the
detrimental effects of frost heave/thaw softening.
Permanent Permafrost Thawing

A second related issue is the gradual permanent permafrost thawing due to climate change.
Permafrost is defined as material (soil, rock, ice, and organic material) that remains frozen for at
least two consecutive years [120]. When frozen, this permafrost material provides a strong
railroad foundation, but it can become soft and susceptible to large differential settlements when
thawed. Therefore, permafrost thawing can produce significant track geometry and stability
issues as the ground transitions from a stiff frozen foundation to one that is soft, wet, and
susceptible to large settlements.
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The general regions susceptible to permafrost thawing are known, but the specific locations
can be difficult to identify if the permafrost, which covers the majority of railroads in permafrost
zones, is sporadically located. Figure 43 shows an overlay of the three permafrost zones
(continuous, widespread, and sporadic) as various black lines on top of a railroad map that
includes the CN Railway (blue), the CP Railway (red), and various Canadian short lines (other
colors). The map shows the majority of railroad lines are south of permafrost zones, but there are
a few CN mainlines and shortline partners in the permafrost zone. For example, the Hudson Bay
Railway (HBR, green) line that runs from The Pas to Churchill is in all three zones [120, 121].

Figure 43. Overlay of Permafrost Zones on Railway Map
(Original map from Railway Association of Canada)

Figure 44. Drainage Conditions found along a Sporadic Permafrost zone of HBR track [121]
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This means that while permafrost is not an issue for the majority of Canadian railway track,
the track within the permafrost zones may experience substantial challenges. These challenges
can include sinkholes (defined as a differential settlement greater than 4 inches) and drainage
issues. A photograph of some drainage issues on the HBR are shown in Figure 44 [121]. To
show the influence of permafrost thawing on track performance, multiple studies have
investigated the effect of permafrost on HBR track. One study found the majority of sinkholes
were located within the widespread permafrost zone with about 7 sinkholes per mile. Another
study concluded that some track regions within the widespread permafrost zone were slow
ordered up to 70 percent of the time [120]. These challenges currently require large amounts of
ballast replacement each year to maintain track geometry and are only anticipated to increase in
the upcoming decades due to climate change [121].
Multiple factors affect permafrost thawing including climate, the depth of the snow cover
during winter, the thickness of the organic soil layer, the soil moisture content, and the
presence/absence of vegetation [121, 122]. In the mid-2010s, Michigan Technological University
put together a predictive model of track geometry exceptions for the HBR based on many of the
factors listed earlier above (climate, snow cover depth, etc.) [121, 123]. This model was deemed
potentially helpful and expanded to include predictions not only based on past history but
anticipated changes due to climate change.
Permafrost thawing remediation techniques primarily focus on stabilizing the frozen
permafrost by preventing thawing. Previous work into permafrost stabilization generally falls
under three strategies [120, 121, 124-126] that are discussed below. The majority of the
permafrost stabilization techniques listed have been used along the Qinghai-Tibet railroad [113–
115]. The experience from the Qinghai-Tibet railroad has found that successful stabilization of
permafrost generally requires a combination of techniques and ensuring that the selected
techniques are appropriate for the particular location. Some of the stabilization techniques used
are as follows:
•

Controlling Solar Radiation: The underlying principle in this strategy is to reduce the
amount of solar radiation that is absorbed by the ground and permafrost. Specific techniques
may include installing awnings and shading boards, both of which have been shown to
reduce ground temperatures, reduce water infiltration, and increase convection cooling.

•

Controlling Heat Convection: The underlying principle in this strategy is the transfer of heat
from the permafrost to the surrounding atmosphere by reducing the air temperature above
the permafrost. Specific solutions can include crushed rock embankments, ventiducts, and
heat pipes. All three solutions have their tradeoffs in ability, limitations, and cost. Crushed
rock embankments are the cheapest but also the least effective while heat pipes have been
shown to be very effective (prevent 90 percent of stability issues). Heat pipes, however,
may not always be economical.

•

Other Strategies: There are multiple stabilization methods beyond controlling solar radiation
and heat convection. Some of these include insulation and dry bridges. Past studies showed
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that insulation could be effective in the short-term but then lose its effectiveness over time
while dry bridges are highly effective but may be cost-prohibitive.
If the permafrost cannot be stabilized, then either spot maintenance or a more traditional
geotechnical solution is required to maintain track geometry. The potential geotechnical
solutions range from drainage, geosynthetic stabilization (e.g., geocells), non-geosynthetic
stabilization (e.g., reused tires), piles, and chemical stabilization.
Thawing permafrost is an issue that affects only a small percentage of Canadian railway lines
but can cause significant disruptions to the track within the permafrost zones. While additional
solutions are always welcomed, it does not appear the issue controlling permafrost thaw is a lack
of potential solutions but rather whether these solutions are currently considered effective and
economical enough to be implemented by the railroads.
The following is a list of gaps within permafrost literature:
•

Forecasting how climate change will shift the various permafrost zones and performing a
risk assessment of how this shift will affect track performance

•

Implementation of multiple remediation techniques to better understand the benefits and
limitations of each method and better understand where these solutions may be appropriate
in the future.

2.5

Wheel Performance and Integrity

Wheels can experience a number of issues, such as high tread damage and low wheel/rail friction
[127, 128], during the coldest parts of the year. Tread damage occurs in any climate, but more
frequently occurs in colder months and locations. One type of tread damage is shelling that
initiates as a subsurface fatigue crack, caused by rolling contact stresses in the wheels and rails
[129]. Another type of tread damage is surface-initiated cracking that results from steering
tractions occurring during rolling [129, 130]. Surface-initiated tread damage tends to form in
three zones across the tread [131]. When liquid water penetrates the cracks of the tread, its
incompressibility can lead to further wheel cracking. If the liquid water freezes, it will expand.
This expansion can also lead to cracking and material breakout along the cracks [128, 132]. This
loss of tread material can lead to out-of-round conditions and can generate high-impact loads as
more material is lost. Reprofiling can remove most or all of these surface cracks [133], but the
amount of material that is removed is dependent on economics and rim/flange thicknesses.
Wheel reprofiling is analogous to rail grinding. Figure 45 shows examples of surface-initiated
cracking.
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Figure 45. Surface-initiated cracking in a wheel

Winter conditions can affect the COF at the wheel/rail interface. If the COF is too low, the
wheels will slide, causing wheel flats. After the formation of multiple wheel flats, the generation
of high vertical forces will necessitate wheelset replacement [9]. TTCI conducted an analysis to
investigate the relationship between weather and wheel/rail friction conditions as a possible
contributing factor for the increased number of wheelset removals each winter in Canada [128].
The investigation followed the COF measurements for snow and for pellets. The snow type of
precipitation led to lower COF values for zero to two days after the storm, ranging from about
0.2–0.3. The pellet form of precipitation led to higher COF values for zero to two days after the
storm, staying relatively steady at about 0.4. The following is a list of gaps within wheel
performance and integrity:
•

Improvement of wheel properties that prevent or reduce tread deterioration and subsurface
fatigue cracks.

•

Methods to prevent low wheel/rail friction during extended stops.

•

Methods to prevent snow/ice buildup on wheelsets during snowstorms.

•

Determine if wheel reprofiling is a better solution to be performed in mid-winter or at the
end of winter.

2.6

Tie Plate Icing

Snow and ice impose hazards on the train operation and impact rail infrastructure safety and
integrity. Tie plate icing (or ice jacking), as a winter hazard, has resulted in train derailments in
the past and needs to be thoroughly investigated and closely monitored. Tie plate icing occurs
when ice builds up between the base of the rail and the tie plate. This buildup will cause the rail
to lift out of the plate above the shoulder of the tie plate leaving only the fastener holding the rail
in place. Tie plate icing is possible at any time when snow/ice (freezing rain) is around the base
of the rail and tie plates. Figure 46 shows that the ice build-up lifts the rail and raises the spikes.
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Figure 46. Ice build-up on tie plate[134]

The investigation by CN Railway depicts that when the track is in a condition that the rail
pumps up and down, a void is created under the rail [135]. Due to the pumping action, a vacuum
is created by the void and any snow around the base of the rail can be sucked under the rail. The
snow is compacted and is transformed into a layer of ice under the rail. Once the base of the rail
has lifted above the shoulder of the tie plate, the lateral restraint is only from the spike. The
spikes are not able to withstand the lateral loading and eventually wear down, break, or fall out
under load. The rail then pushes outward and allows the wheels to fall between the rails. This
process takes time to build up enough ice to lift the rail above the shoulder of the tie plate. Figure
47 presents this process and some potential effects such as gage widening and reverse cant. In
addition, CN has pointed out that wide-gauge defects or broken spike derailments in the winter
have probably had ice jacking as a contributing factor but do not get recognized as such [135].
Transportation Safety Board (TSB) of Canada reported two train derailments due to snow
and ice buildup underneath a rail. The locations were both on curves. Wide gage was found but
with no urgent or near urgent defects noted. The two locations had cut spike fastening systems
with standard tie plates. Also, the weather reported several freeze-thaw cycles in the areas of the
accidents. Tie plate icing was found at both sites. The reports concluded that the development of
tie plate icing was a combination of weather conditions and track conditions [134, 136].
Railroads also reported that frequent pumping locations such as joints, curves, turnouts
diamonds, road crossings, bridge approaches, etc., could be areas of concern. Also, poor tie
conditions or ballast fouling could contribute to ice buildup along the base of the rail [135].
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Figure 47. Development of ice build-up under the rail [135]

Currently, the formation and development of the tie plate icing have not been fully
investigated and understood. The effect of environmental conditions, rate of growth and track
operation need to be further studied to understand how they contribute together to the issue.
In addition, according to the report from TSB and railroads, this problem is difficult to detect,
especially under the cover of snow. Improvements in maintenance practice and standards can be
made to detect this issue early or locate the areas of concern for close inspection. Special safety
action may need to be taken in susceptible areas of tie plate icing during the winter operation.
Furthermore, there are several potential remediation methods to fix or alleviate this issue.
However, none of them have been concluded as a proven method that leads to further study on
finding the appropriate remediations for tie plate icing.
2.7

Switch Performance

The performance of switches in cold weather is a well-known problem, particularly in colder
climates. Switches need to be kept clear of snow and ice, as debris buildup from snow and ice can
impact switch performance, prevent switch operation, and lead to damaged components, split or
gapped switch points, and wheel climb derailments [137, 138]. These cold weather switch
performance failures and the measures necessary to address them can disrupt operations while
out of service, increasing train delays and the associated operating and train delay costs [3, 9,
139]. In addition, snow and ice can impair visibility and reduce the ability to see and read switch
positions for operating crews [140].
According to an industry survey of Class I railroad signal and maintenance personnel, snow
and ice were the fifth leading cause of mainline switch failures. This was confirmed with a
review of selected railroad trouble tickets, with snow and ice being the third most common
trouble ticket cause for one Class I railroad [141]. A Norwegian study identified the performance
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of switches and the snow clearance from switches as two root causes in a challenging winter [9].
In Sweden, the number of work orders for switches and crossings in winter was two to three
times the number in summer months. Even when snow and ice events were removed from
consideration, work orders were higher in winter months [3, 142].
Railroads currently use a variety of switch heaters and other mechanical methods such as
mobile snow jet blowers, and manual clearing to remove snow and ice from switches with
various levels of success [3, 102, 127, 137, 143]. These methods typically have high-energy
demands or are manpower intensive [3, 127]. In addition to requiring capital and maintenance
resources these methods may impact other areas of track maintenance, such as heater ducting
interfering with tamping [137, 144]. Snow fences and other devices such as switch covers and
spoilers have also been used to reduce the amount of snow build up in switches due to cross
winds [3, 9, 127].
Addressing the prevention of snow and ice buildup in switches will require focus on several
areas. One will look at the effectiveness of current technology such as switch heaters and
blowers. A related area will consider improvements to current technology such as placing switch
heater ductwork in hollow ties or switch and switch heater performance monitoring. A third area
will look at switch component designs that are more resistant to snow and ice buildup [3, 5, 9,
145]. Finally, further investigation into the causes of work orders not related to snow and ice
buildup could reduce the number of service failures in winter.
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GAP ANALYSIS
Each literature review topic has identified multiple gaps that could be addressed in future
research. The emphasis of the research gaps is cold-weather-related issues, but some relevant
general gaps are also included. Additionally, wayside inspection systems were tasked to provide
a general overview of the current state/gap/challenges of technologies currently implemented in
the North American freight railroads along with cold-weather-related issues relating to the
wayside technologies.
TTCI recognized patterns within the cold weather research gaps topics, and these issues can
generally be categorized into the following categories:
•

Research gaps that can be addressed with new inspection technologies and data analysis
techniques

•

Product/component testing in cold-weather locations

•

Reduced performance of vehicle components in cold weather locations

•

Fundamental root cause studies

•

Topics susceptible to the effects of climate change

The individual gaps identified in each topic are listed below and are separated between coldweather-related issues and general issues:
3.1

Wayside Inspection Systems

The gap analysis for the wayside inspection systems was tasked to cover the general gaps
regardless of weather conditions as well as specific to cold weather. The majority of these gaps
involve developing inspection technologies.
Cold-Weather-Related Issues:
•

Substructure rigidness during extreme cold winter conditions may cause higher kip
readings. This seasonality issues regarding WILD are still a highly debatable subject in the
industry.

•

The use of water coupling in ACWDS presents challenges to implement such systems in
extreme cold weather conditions. However, such systems are implemented in the Northern
province of China where a heated covered structure is used, and systems are winterized for
the cold conditions using glycol/antifreeze.

•

The line of sight of MVS and AIP cameras can be obscured/obstructed by climatic
conditions such as heavy snow, rain, and blizzard-like conditions. Humans also suffer from
similar challenges during such extreme climatic conditions.

General Issues:
•

Most WILD alerts occur with the car in the loaded condition; however, some cars rarely
cross a WILD system in a loaded condition. It will be an added benefit to also identify cars
properly in unloaded conditions.
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•

By design, WILD systems are not meant to find broken wheels. Many broken wheels (74
percent) fail (break) in service absent of high impacts (< 80 kips) as measured by WILD.

•

Increased use of top-of-rail lubrication is reducing the effectiveness of (and need for) TPD.

•

Modern railcar trucks have improved considerably (currently most are using M-976 trucks).
The industry is seeing less alerting on the newer-designed trucks.

•

HIs from different detector types may not be directly comparable.

•

Coverage of the THD is entirely dependent on the types of vendor specific WILD
installations, i.e., only half of the existing WILD systems have a THD co-located. This is
more of a coverage gap.

•

Currently, an AAR rule for truck hunting based upon TGDs that have a hunting capability
does not exist.

•

A lot of variation between the WPD data among different suppliers of the technology exists.
This variation may be attributed due to a lack of standardized WPD calibration/metrics.
Currently, AAR MSRP-Sensors states that WPD to be physically inspected and calibrated
once every 3 years per manufacturer’s recommended practice. Calibration must be accurate
to within 0.020 for measurement parameters provided in inches (in.) and 0.5 for
measurement parameters provided in millimeters (mm).

•

No actionable rules to repair cars without human-based mechanical inspections/validations.

•

Lack of standardized WTD calibration/metrics.

•

Existing conventional WTD only looks at one single line of the temperature profiles just
above the top of the rail. It will be beneficial to explore alternative technology that allows
for an enhanced temperature profile information with larger wheel coverage.

•

Conventional HBD looks at one spot on the bearing and is limited on some types of shorter
bearings (6 1/2 x 9 inches) (less room to measure the temperature).

•

HBD technology in general behaves differently with shielded bearings that are commonly
found in the locomotives and passenger cars.

•

ABD in general behaves differently with shielded bearings that are commonly found in the
locomotives and passenger cars.

•

Accuracy of ABDs may decrease at slower speeds. This is due to rollers not being able to
generate enough noise for reasonable detection by the microphone.

•

The ACWDS only operates to maximum speed of 15 mph. This is due to the limitation of
ultrasonics principle. The system requires a concrete slab to install the equipment.

•

More developments on the in-motion and semi-static cracked axle inspection are needed.

•

MVS is not suitable for detecting loose components such as handholds or steps. Methods to
detect loose components are needed.

•

Obstructions posed by railcar hardware components and/or support structures in some of
the railcars also present challenges. It will require right camera placement and positioning
to meet these challenges.
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•

Currently, there are no standardized processes to conclude safety equivalence between
manual inspections and automated machine visioning inspection systems. Controlled
probability of detection (POD) studies can be conducted to meet this immediate industry
need but doing so will be challenging.

•

Lack of image data sharing amongst Class I North American Railroads due to IP issues.
Coordination among Class Is will be helpful to validate and verify the performance of
different artificial intelligence/ machine learning algorithms used for AIPs.

•

Implementation costs are high due to lack of shared research, common infrastructure, and
data sharing plans.

3.2

Rail Performance and Integrity

The gap analysis for the rail performance and integrity was also tasked to cover the general gaps
regardless of weather conditions as well as specific to cold weather. The cold weather gaps
involve product testing in cold weather environments.
Cold-Weather-Related Issues:
•

Need for a revenue service evaluation test with latest and best HS rails on a track hosted by
CN Railway with weather conditions similar to Redditt, ON. Rails from different
manufacturers will be monitored for wear, defects, and RCD.

•

Need for a revenue service evaluation at a site chosen by CN for gage face lubricant
effectiveness in cold weather. Rails at various distances away from the lubrication system
will be monitored for rail wear and COF.

•

Better understanding of managing rail neutral temperature to reduce probability of rail
breaks in extreme cold weather.

•

Need to understand effects of extreme cold weather on ultrasonic wave propagation in rails
and rail testing.

General Issues:
•

Fixed probe angle approach used in the existing detector cars can lead to misdirected beam
(change in refraction angle) because of RSU misalignment relative to the rail head and rail
wear.

•

Current head contacting UT approach suffers greatly in the presence of RCD because of the
scattering of the ultrasonic signals at the interface.

•

Current head contacting UT approach is not able to inspect the rail base.

•

Lack of good understanding of the morphological behavior of difficult-to-find internal rail
head defects. A better understanding will help in the development or refinement of existing
technologies.

•

Difficult to discern weld features from true indications in thermite welds.
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3.3

Air Brake System Performance and Integrity/Distributed Power

The air brake system performance and integrity/distributed power gap analysis covers only coldweather related issues and involves reduced performance of vehicle components in cold weather
environments.
Cold-Weather-Related Issues:
•

Additional testing of alternative materials for air brake end hose gaskets in a more
representative cold service environment would be useful.

•

Investigation into potential mitigation strategies for the temperature dependent leakage at
the interfaces between air brake components.

3.4

Subgrade Soil/Permafrost Performance and Integrity

The subgrade soil/performance and integrity gap analysis cover only cold-weather-related issues
and involves research topics that can be addressed with new inspection technologies and data
analysis techniques, fundamental root cause studies, topics susceptible to climate change, and
product testing in cold-weather environments.
Cold-Weather-Related Issues:
•

Improve the classification of historical frost heave/thaw softening locations using trackbased inspection vehicles, local knowledge, and historical indicators such as slow orders.
GPR runs during the spring thaw could identify wet regions and track geometry vehicles
may be able detect rapid changes in geometry during the winter (heave) and spring
(settlement). These locations should be corroborated with local experience.

•

Identify how common frost heave/thaw softening is within Canadian railway networks and
their negative effects on track performance

•

Understand how the fundamental factors that cause ice lenses (temperatures, moisture,
capillary rise) relate to frost heave and thaw softening in a wayside study. Site characteristics
of interest would be soil type, single freeze versus multiple freeze events within a winter
season, location of the water table, and excess moisture within the track system.

•

Identify how frost heave magnitude and other track structure characteristics affect track
geometry and ride quality metrics using advanced statistical methods such as machine
learning.

•

Understand how fine-filled ballast affects frost heave/thaw softening and how various
maintenance activities (shoulder cleaning or undercutting) could reduce the detrimental
effects of frost heave/thaw softening.

•

Perform a case study on how various untried remediation techniques could mitigate the
detrimental effects of frost heave/thaw softening

•

Forecasting how climate change will shift the various permafrost zones and perform a risk
assessment of how this shift will affect track performance
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•

3.5

Implementation of multiple remediation techniques to better understand the benefits and
limitations of each method and better understand where these solutions may be appropriate
in the future.
Wheel Performance and Integrity

The wheel performance and integrity gap analysis cover only cold-weather-related issues and
involves research topics that can be addressed with a fundamental root-cause study and the use of
new inspection technologies to test wheels in cold-weather environments.
Cold-Weather-Related Issues:
•

Improvement of wheel properties that prevent or reduce tread deterioration and subsurface
fatigue cracks.

•

Methods to prevent low wheel/rail friction during extended stops.

•

Methods to prevent snow/ice buildup on wheelsets during snowstorms.

•

Determine if wheel reprofiling is a better solution to be performed in mid-winter or at the
end of winter.

3.6

Tie Plate Icing

Tie plate icing gap analysis covers only cold-weather-related issues and involves research topics
that can be addressed with a fundamental root-cause study, the use of new inspection technologies
and data analysis techniques, and product testing in cold-weather environments.
Cold-Weather-Related Issues:
•

The formation and development of the tie plate icing needs to be fully investigated and
understood. How the environmental conditions, track type and train operation play a role in
this issue should be further studied.

•

Improvements in detection technologies and maintenance practices and standards could be
made to detect and prevent the tie plate icing early or to locate the areas of concern for close
inspection. Special safety action may need to be taken in susceptible areas of tie plate icing
during the winter operation.

•

Potential remediation methods to fix or alleviate this issue need to be evaluated to find out
the appropriate remediations for tie plate icing.

3.7

Switch Performance

The switch performance research gap analysis covers only cold-weather-related issues and
involves research topics that can be addressed with product testing in cold-weather environments
Cold-Weather-Related Issues:
•

Investigate the effectiveness of current technology such as switch heaters.

•

Understand the effectiveness of placing switch heater ductwork in hollow ties.

•

Investigate switch component designs that are more resistant to snow and ice buildup.
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•

Investigation into causes of work orders in winter not related to snow and ice buildup.

Finally, Table 8– Table 14 list the technology gap analysis summary conducted for all the
research topics investigated and reported earlier. It is to be noted that the gap analysis for some
of the railway technologies covers the general gaps regardless of weather conditions as well as
specific to cold weather. Note: The cold-weather-related gaps have purple fonts.
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Table 8. Gap analysis summary for wayside inspection and machine vision systems
Wayside Inspection/Machine Vision/Automated Inspection
Desired Future State
Where would the industry like to be?

Topics

•
•
Wheel Impact Load
Detector (WILD)

Proper validation and calibration
rules for the alternative WILD
Systems (not strain gage based).
Explore rules/standards for the
vehicle/truck imbalance loads using
WILD data (should be based on the
percent load not side-to-side kips
based).

Current State
Where is the
industry now?

Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current state

•

•
Mature

•

•

•

Truck Performance
Detector (TPDs)

Mature

•
Truck Hunting Detector
(THDs)

•

Maintenance of the existing
systems.

•

Greater coverage and more
alternative THD technologies
(TGD).

•
Mature
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Substructure stiffness during extreme cold winter
conditions may cause higher impact readings.
This seasonality issues regarding WILD are still a
highly debatable subject in the industry.
Most WILD alerts occur with the car in the loaded
condition; however, some cars rarely cross a
WILD system in a loaded condition. It will be an
added benefit to also properly identify cars in
unloaded conditions.
WILD systems are not by design meant to find
broken wheels. Many broken wheels (74%) fail
(break) in service absent of high impacts (< 80
kips) as measured by WILD.
Increased use of top-of-rail lubrication and
environmental conditions (rain vs dry) may
reduce the effectiveness of TPD.
Modern railcar trucks have improved considerably
(currently most are using M-976 trucks). The
industry is seeing less alerting on the newer
designed trucks. This does not mean the TPDs
are not functioning, but they will need regular
maintenance to make sure they capture bad actor
cars in the future.
HIs from different detector types may not be
directly comparable.
Coverage of the THD is entirely dependent on the
types of vendor specific WILD installations, i.e.,
only half of the existing WILD systems have THD
co-located. This is more of a coverage gap.

Topics
Truck Geometry
Detector (TGDs)

Desired Future State

Current State

Identified Gap

Where would the industry like to be?

Where is the
industry now?

Difference between desired state and current state

•

Come up with a rule for TGD
systems.

•

Standardize calibration procedure
and WPD metrics.
Standard maintenance monitoring
practice (statistical monitoring
systems) for the WPDs.
Do we really need the WPD data to
coincide exactly with the AAR field
Gauge? Can we find worn wheels
more consistently than humans?

•

Wheel Profile Detector
(WPD)

Mature

•

Currently there does not exist an AAR rule for
TGDs that have a hunting capability.

•

A lot of variation exists between the WPD data
amongst different suppliers of the technology.
This may be attributed to a lack of standardized
WPD Calibration/metrics. Currently AAR MSRP
states that WPD is to be physically inspected and
calibrated once every 3 years per manufacturer’s
recommended practice. Calibration must be
accurate to within 0.020 for measurement
parameters provided in inches (in.) and 0.5 for
measurement parameters provided in millimeters
(mm).
No actionable rules to repair cars without humanbased mechanical inspections/validations
Sliding wheels are not picked up by the existing
WPD systems.

Mature

•
•
•
•
Wheel Temperature
Detector (WTD)

Hot bearing detector
(HBDs)

•
•

Standard calibration procedure.
Enhanced temperature profile
information with larger coverage.

•
•

Lack of standardized WTD calibration/metrics.
Existing conventional WTD only looks at one
single line of the temperature profiles just above
the top of the rail. It will be beneficial to explore
alternative technology that allows for enhanced
temperature profile information with larger wheel
coverage.

•

Conventional HBD looks at one spot on the
bearing and is limited on some types of shorter
bearings (6 1/2 x 9 inches) (less room to measure
the temp).
HBD technology in general behaves differently
with shielded bearings that are commonly found
in locomotives and passenger cars.

Mature

Standard calibration procedure.
Enhanced temperature profile
information with larger coverage.
Mature
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•

Topics
Acoustic Bearing
Detector (ABD)

•

•

Dragging Equipment
Detector (DED)
Automated Cracked
Wheel Detection
System (ACWDS)

•
•

Desired Future State

Current State

Identified Gap

Where would the industry like to be?

Where is the
industry now?

Difference between desired state and current state

Alternative technology (on-board) or
improved existing technology for
being able to inspect bearing at
lower speeds.
Alternative approach/rules for the
ABD validation of ABD must be
looked at. Current AAR rules
require tear down of at least 50
bearings.
No major needs.

•

Mature

Mature

Non-contact alternative systems
capable of finding internal fatigue
cracks.

Developing

•

ABD in general behaves differently with shielded
bearings that are commonly found in locomotives
and passenger cars.
Accuracy of ABDs may decrease at slower
speeds. This is due to rollers not being able to
generate enough noise for reasonable detection
by the microphone.

•

No major gap

•

The use of water coupling presents challenges to
implement such systems in extreme cold weather
conditions. However, such systems are
implemented in the Northern provinces of China
and use heated covered structure and systems
are winterized for the cold conditions using
glycol/antifreeze.
The system only operates to maximum speed of
15 mph. This is due to the limitation of ultrasonics
principle.
The system requires a concrete slab to install the
equipment.

•
•

WILD Edge System

•

Laser Broken Rim
Detector System

•

More widespread industry-wide
implementation.
More widespread Industry-wide
implementation.

Developing
Developing
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•

TBD after revenue service implementation

•

TBD after revenue service implementation

Desired Future State
Where would the industry like to be?

Topics
Machine Vision
Systems/ Automated
Inspection Portal
Automated Safety
Appliance Inspection
System (ASAIS)
Automated Inspection of
Structural Components
(AISC)
Truck Component
Inspection Systems
Coupler Cross-Key
Inspection System

•
•

Current State
Where is the
industry now?

Standardize camera placements
and image requirements.
Image Repository for algorithm
development and demonstration
POD Analysis to compare human
vs MVS inspection.

Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current state

•

•
•

Developing

•

•

•
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MVS and AIP cameras line of sight can be
obscured/obstructed by climatic conditions such
as heavy snow/accumulation, rain, and blizzard
like conditions. Humans do also suffer from
similar challenges during such extreme climatic
conditions.
MVS is not suitable for detecting loose
components such as handholds or steps.
Methods to detect loose components are needed.
Obstructions posed by railcar hardware
components and/or support structures in some of
the railcars also present challenges. Need right
camera placement and positioning to meet these
challenges.
Currently, there are no standardized process to
conclude safety equivalence between manual
inspections and automated machine visioning
inspection systems. Controlled Probability of
detection (POD) studies can be conducted to
meet this immediate industry need but is
challenging.
Lack of image data sharing amongst Class I
North American Railroads due to IP issues.
Coordination amongst the Class Is will be helpful
to validate and verify the performance of different
artificial intelligence/ machine learning algorithms
used for AIPs.
Implementation costs are high due to lack of
shared research, common infrastructure, and
data sharing plans.

Table 9. Gap analysis summary for Rail Performance Integrity
Rail Performance and Integrity
Topics

Desired Future State

Current State

Identified Gap

Where would the industry like to be?

Where is the
industry now?

Difference between desired state and current state

•

Understand the effect of severe
cold climate on modern HS rail
steel.

•

Modern HS
rail steels
have
demonstrated
better fatigue
strength in
other rail
operation
environments.

•

Need for a revenue service evaluation test with
latest and best HS rails on a track hosted by a
Canadian railway with weather conditions similar
to the ongoing rail test in Manitoba. Rails from
different manufacturers will need to be
monitored for wear, defects, and RCD.

•

Proper and even lubrication in
severe cold climate.

•

Lubricant
manufacturers
make gage
face
lubricants that
need
evaluation in
cold weather
conditions.

•

Need for a revenue service evaluation at a site
chosen by a Canadian railway for gage face
lubricant effectiveness. Rails at various
distances away from the lubrication system will
be monitored for rail wear and COF.

High Strength Rails

Gage Face Lubrication
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Topics

•
•
•

Rail Inspection

Desired Future State

Current State

Identified Gap

Where would the industry like to be?

Where is the
industry now?
• Existing rail
flaw detection
technology
can detect
about 90%
defects before
break.
• Rail base
inspection
using NDE
still needs
development
to detect
small fatigue
defects that
cause base
breaks.

Difference between desired state and current state

Zero broken rail-related
derailments.
Rail base inspection.
Full rail inspection at track speed.

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
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Effectiveness of UT rail inspection technology in
extreme cold climate needs to be understood
properly. Effects of extreme cold weather on the
ultrasonic wave propagation in rails and rail
testing have not been explored.
Fixed probe angle approach used in the existing
detector cars can lead to misdirected beam
(change in refraction angle) because of RSU
misalignment relative to the rail head and rail
wear.
Current head contacting UT approach suffers
greatly in presence of RCD because of the
scattering of the ultrasonic signals at the
interface.
Implementation of PAUT technology would still
be cost prohibitive to implement compared to
conventional UT inspection.
Current head contacting UT approach is not
able to inspect the rail base.
IRT approach explored will need further
optimization of the heat source or excitations
that would comply with current railroad industry
standards for track clearances for actual
implementation.
Lack of good understanding of the
morphological behavior of difficult to find internal
rail head defects. This will help in the
development or refinement of existing
technologies.
Difficult to discern weld feature from true
indications in the thermite welds.

Table 10. Gap analysis summary for Air Brake System Performance and Integrity/Distributed Power
Air Brake System Performance and Integrity/Distributed Power
Topics
Air Brakes

Distributed Power (DP)

Desired Future State
Where would the industry like to be?

•

Zero train delays due to air brake
issues and DP communication
losses.

Current State
Where is the
industry now?
• Seasonal train
delays in cold
weather due to
air brake
issues and DP
communication
losses.
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Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current state

•

Need to reduce leakage in brake systems due
to cold temperatures.

Table 11. Gap analysis summary for subgrade soil/permafrost performance and integrity
Subgrade Soil/Permafrost Performance and Integrity
Topics

Desired Future State
Where would the industry like to be?

•

Improving techniques of
identifying problematic regions
and reducing negative effects on
railroad performance.

Current State
Where is the
industry now?
• Identification is
based generally
on past local
experience.
• Frost
heave/thaw
softening
prevention/reme
diation limited
beyond salting,
shimming, and
ballast cleaning.

•

•

•

Frost Heave / Thaw
Softening

•

•
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Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current
state
Improve the classification of historical frost
heave/thaw softening locations using trackbased inspection vehicles, local knowledge,
and historical indicators such as slow orders.
GPR runs during the spring thaw could
identify wet regions and track geometry
vehicles may be able to detect rapid changes
in geometry during the winter (heave) and
spring (settlement). These locations should be
corroborated with local experience.
Identify how common frost heave/thaw
softening is within Canadian railway networks
and their negative effects on track
performance
Understand how the fundamental factors that
cause ice lenses (temperatures, moisture,
capillary rise) relate to frost heave and thaw
softening in a wayside study. Site
characteristics of interest would be soil type,
single freeze versus multiple freeze events
within a winter season, location of water table,
and excess moisture within the track system.
Identify how frost heave magnitude and other
track structure characteristics affect track
geometry and ride quality metrics using
advanced statistical methods such as
machine learning.
Understand how fine-filled ballast affects frost
heave/thaw softening and how various
maintenance activities (shoulder cleaning or
undercutting) could reduce the detrimental
effects.

•

•

Permafrost

Improving techniques of
identifying problematic regions
and reducing negative effects on
railroad performance.

•

Multiple
permafrost
stabilization
techniques
available but
have limited
success or may
not be
economical.

•

•

Perform a case study on how various untried
remediation techniques could mitigate the
detrimental effects of frost heave/thaw
softening.
Forecasting how climate change will shift the
various permafrost zones and perform a risk
assessment of how this shift will affect track
performance
Implementation of multiple remediation
techniques to better understand the benefits
and limitations of each method and better
understand where these solutions may be
appropriate in the future.

Table 12. Gap analysis summary for wheel performance and integrity

Topics

Improvement in Wheels
Metallurgy

Wheel Performance and Integrity
Desired Future State
Current State
Where would the industry like to be?
Where is the
industry now?
• Fewer wheelsets’ replacements
• Wheelset
due to winter conditions.
replacement in
winter conditions
• Improvement of metallurgical
is determined by
properties of wheels.
visual inspection
or high vertical
loads specified
in AAR
interchange
rules.
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•
•
•
•

Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current
state
Improvement of wheel properties to reduce
tread damage and sub-surface fatigue cracks.
Methods to prevent low wheel/rail friction
during extended stops.
Methods to prevent snow/ice buildup on
wheelsets during snowstorms.
Is wheel reprofiling better to be performed in
mid-winter or at the end of winter?

Topics
Wheel Inspection

Desired Future State

Current State

Where would the industry like to be?

Where is the
industry now?
• Wheels are not
ultrasonically
tested for
internal fatigue
cracks. Wheels
are inspected
using WILD and
vision systems
which can only
find broken
wheels after
they fail.

•

Ultrasonic or other reliable NDE
methods of detecting subsurface
cracks

Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current
state
• Wheels are not ultrasonically tested for
internal fatigue cracks, but rails are.

Table 13. Gap analysis summary for tie plate icing
Tie Plate Icing
Topics

Desired Future State
Where would the industry like to be?

•

Tie Plate Icing

Zero train accident caused by tie
plate icing

Current State
Where is the
industry now?
• Present
significant
challenge for
railroads
operating in
extreme cold
conditions and
there are no
proven
remediations
yet.
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Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current
state
• Difficult to identify by visual inspection due to
snow cover.
• Improvements needed in understanding of the
issue and maintenance practice.
• Need to come up with effective remediation
methods.

Table 14. Gap analysis summary for switch performance

Extreme Cold Climates Effects on Heavy Haul Operation Gap Analysis
Topics

Desired Future State
Where would the industry like to be?

•
Switch Heater
Technologies
Snow and Ice buildup
Resistant Components

Zero switch service failures due
to snow and ice

Current State
Where is the
industry now?
• Snow and ice
buildup are one
of the top 5
switch failure
modes for
mainline
switches.
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Identified Gap
Difference between desired state and current
state
• Reliance on switch heaters and other
technology with various levels of success.

SUMMARY
The cold winters associated with the Canadian climate bring unique challenges with regard to
maintaining the Canadian railway system. These unique challenges can range from the reduced
performance of typical components such as air brake systems, lubricants, or switches to unique
problems (frost heave and tie plate icing) not experienced in warmer climates. In a continued
effort to increase railroad safety, efficiency, and reliability, especially in cold weather
environments, TC’s IC asked TTCI to conduct research on a wide range of track and vehicle
topics. This report presents the first research phase that involved a literature review and gap
analysis for the topics of wayside inspection systems, rail performance and integrity, air brake
system performance and integrity, DP, subgrade soil/permafrost performance and integrity,
wheel performance and integrity, tie plate icing, and switch performance.
Multiple gaps were identified for each topic and noted that topic has its own unique
challenges that are discussed in the body of the report. This literature review and gap analysis
will help TC prioritize the immediate research areas, specifically for cold-weather environments,
and provide guidance for the testing and evaluation of track infrastructure materials, rolling stock
components, wayside inspection procedures, and innovative technologies in a revenue service
environment with Canadian Class I railways.
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